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An American Dilemma
Why the Genocide in Darfur Is
Our Problem Too

The Social Security Phase Out Scam

A Culture of Life
The Socioeconomic
Angle to Abortion
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resident George W. Bush has made clear that his
highest domestic priority in the year ahead is to
privatize Social Security.  He warns that the system

is approaching disaster and bankruptcy, and that private

accounts will preserve Social Security for the future.  ‘We
can postpone action no longer,’ Bush claims, ‘Social
Security is a challenge now. If we fail to act, it will become
a crisis.’  Misleading again, Bush asks young people ‘to
think about a Social Security system that will be flat bust,
bankrupt, unless the United States Congress has got the

Words like values, morals, religion, ethics, liberty, and
  the Constitution are thrown around in the abortion
  debate on a regular basis. Taking a strong pro-choice

stance has become a political liability in most parts of the country, and abortion seems to
overshadow many other pressing issues. It seems we now stand at a crossroads, where
even traditionally pro-choice advocates like Hillary Clinton are reconsidering their stances
and an appointment or two to the Supreme Court by President Bush could spell death for
Roe v. Wade. A woman’s right to choose seems to be at the forefront of the political agenda,
but there are no easy answers.

The major way to come to terms with this issue is to examine it, not only from a
religious angle or a legal angle, but from a socioeconomic angle. Is our country ready for a
post Roe v. Wade world? The answer is no. We do not have the health care programs, the
adoption programs, the educational programs, nor the welfare programs to make the
permanent abolishment of abortion a viable option.

Without comprehensive sex education, teenagers do not have the information
and resources to protect themselves against pregnancy. Teenagers all over the country and
world will have sex, no matter how many times we tell them not to. Last week, a study
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t’s the face of America we like to see, and a part of the American tradition of
generosity and supreme righteousness which Americans would love to see more:
Dan Baum’s recent article in The New Yorker (‘Mission To Sumatra’, 7 February

2005) featured the 2000 plus sailors of Expeditionary Strike Group Five (a cluster of
eight US Navy vessels) who found themselves at ground zero of the greatest natural
disaster of the twenty first century: last December’s tsunami that wreaked havoc on the
coasts of twelve nations and claimed the lives of untold thousands. The story of
Expeditionary Strike Group Five is one of America doing the right thing; a story about
those with the resources necessary to make a difference doing whatever they can to
help; and, perhaps most striking, it’s a story of the American armed forces’ humility and
respect for their ‘target’ — whether military or humanitarian — at a time of great crisis
in the world’s largest Muslim nation.

This is the image of America that we can all be proud of, but it’s hardly the norm.
When it comes to the ethnic cleansing, mass rape and genocide of so-called Africans
by Khartoum-sponsored Arab militias in the western Sudanese region of Darfur, America
and her traditional allies have been anything but swift in action and sincere in their
desire to see an end to Sudan’s government-run project of mass extermination. This

See Reform or Deform, page 16

The debate is not on the
question of Social Security
privatization, but on whether
the landmark New Deal
program should even exist.

See Culture of Life, page 15
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A young Darfuri girl, one of many victims of massive violence perpetrated by the Sudanese government.



Ithaca-  Of the many radical groups that arose to fame and
infamy in the 1960s, few are more famous and have caused
more controversy than the Black Panthers.  Begun in
California in 1966, the group spread across the country
gaining notoriety for its brandished guns, striking rhetoric,
and many clashes with the law.

Bobby Seale, who went from student and Air Force
engineer to become one of the founders and leaders of this
group, visited Cornell on November 13th.  He spoke at length
about the history of the Black Panther Movement and its
role in the Civil Rights Movement, focusing on his own
experiences as a founder and member of the organization.

His own story began as a student in Oakland, where
he studied and worked.  Mr. Seale remarked how his life
changed when,
walking home from
classes, he heard an
activist on the street
describe the notion of
an ‘Afro-American
community’ – the idea
that African-
Americans were a
people with their own
culture and history.  He
soon began devouring
books on African and
African-American
history, including the
works of W.E.B.
DuBois and many
others.

Seale was
arrested and sent to
court for profanity
after reading aloud the
poem ‘Uncle Sammy
Say I’m Full of Lucifer,’
after which he wrote

Black Panther Founder Bobby
Seale Gives Talk

The Past and Future of Civil Rights

Lazio Discusses
Foreign Policy

LOCAL NEWS

cornelldailysun.com

the Ten Point Program of the Black Panther Party
based on the Declaration of Independence.  This
document formed the basis of the Black
Panthers.  Mr. Seale was quick to point out that
the Black Panther Party was a non-violent
organization – although their first major actions
involved following Oakland policemen and
brandishing guns, these actions were entirely
legal and the Black Panthers were careful both
to avoid provoking the officers and to maintain
discipline.  Seale went on to speak more of his
own experience within the movement, which
included being chained and gagged in court
during the ‘Chicago 7’ trial, which involved

seven major progressive
figures who were arrested
during the 1968 Democratic
National Convention and
accused of conspiracy, even
though many of them had
never even met.

      Mr. Seale’s
remarks on the Panthers in
the late 1960s showed how
the organization changed
and gained its violent
reputation.  Huey Newton,
who co-founded the Black
Panther Party with Bobby Seale, was shot
and killed by police in 1968.  With his
assassination and the murder of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., Black Panther
membership rose dramatically.  While he
did speak of the Black Panther
Movement’s shift and acquisition of
notoriety for violence, Mr. Seale also
noted many of the movement’s less
recognized achievements, including
providing free clinics, participating in

wide-spread sickle cell anemia testing, and their
collaboration with other progressive organizations
involving people of all races.

While Seale’s talk was about civil rights history, he
also spoke about the future of civil rights in America.  He
raised his hopes for an end to racism through education
about our differences and advocated a secular approach
rather than through leadership from the church.  Mr. Seale
concluded with a statement that the Civil Rights Movement
does not stand alone, but is connected to all movements
seeking to improve humanity. ([TL:  BJS])

Bobby Seale and H.P. Newton

Bobby Seale

Ithaca, 31 January -  Former Congressman Rick Lazio (R-
NY) delivered a CPC-sponsored speech on foreign policy
to a small group of students and visiting attendees in
McGraw Hall today, using the majority of his time to focus
on what the Bush administration’s Wilsonian ideal of
‘ending tyranny’ and spreading democracy abroad at any
cost will mean for America during the next four years.

Lazio, who ran a failed campaign for the U.S. Senate in
2000 against Hillary Clinton, kept his remarks right-to-
moderate.

Bush, he said, ‘spoke grandly about spreading
freedom around the world,’ but the former member of the
House of Representatives questioned the substance of
the president’s claim, calling the specific goal of ending
tyranny ‘not achievable.’

Alluding specifically to Iraq and Afghanistan, Lazio
noted that this is not the first time that the United States
has tried to promote democracy abroad. He commended
President Bush for ‘acting out of sincerity in conviction,’
later voicing his belief, however, that the administration
should admit past mistakes in Iraq to retain credibility with
both the American people and U.S. allies.

Lazio told those in attendance that, while he supported
and continues to support American involvement in Iraq,
he wanted to sound a warning to the president on the first
days of his second term: ‘We must ask ourselves if our
resolve matches our resources.’

The New York Republican then shifted locales,
examining current U.S. relations both with China and the
Hosni Mubarak-run government in Egypt. He heavily
criticized the latter, calling for the Bush administration to
take a more activist approach in making sure autocracy

does not take root in one of the most powerful countries in
the Arab world.

‘Our policy of quiet encouragement of government
has failed [in Egypt],’ Lazio said.

In his remarks about the future of Sino-American
diplomacy, Lazio urged caution and compromise. He noted
that, as Chinese economic growth continues to skyrocket,
China recently replaced the United States as Japan’s biggest
trading partner. The former congressman then contended
that since recent developments seem to indicate that the
Chinese mainland is on a ‘hair trigger’ to invade Taiwan, all
parties involved – including the
United States – should exploit
every option possible to prevent
armed conflict.

Taking questions after his
speech, Lazio confronted a wide
range of audience concerns. The
first was speculation about his
personal future in politics.

‘Political life is providential,’
Lazio said. ‘I would like to be able
to serve again. I just don’t know
when that might be.’

Other inquiries involved
topics as wide-ranging as
immigration reform, President
Bush’s inaugural address, and
the national deficit, the last of
which he said he does not think
‘anybody should feel good
about.’

In answering a question
regarding European reaction to
the conflict in Iraq, Lazio said, in
a direct reference to the British

prime minister, ‘Blair will say privately that he considers
himself a “neo-con,” ’ but admitted popular European
opinion does not tend to align with the tenets of American
neo-conservatism.

After ending the discussion, Lazio used his final
minutes to urge those in attendance to help stop the
pressing domestic issue of partisan congressional
redistricting and reapportionment.

‘It is now to the point where it is an absolute science,’
he said. ‘It’s all about pumping up your base on both sides
of the aisle. Please keep your eye on that.’   ([TL:  MPC])

Rick Lazio (R-NY), in a speech to Cornell students in McGraw Hall, said Bush’s
goal of ending tyranny was ‘not achievable.’
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NEWS

News Reports Discuss
International Human Rights and

Development

Beijing-  Former leader of the Chinese
Communist Party, Zhao Ziyang, was given
a muted funeral on January 29 th at
Babaoshan Cemetery in Beijing.  He died
on January 17th at age eighty-five after
living nearly fifteen years under house
arrest.

Mr. Zhao was appointed Prime Minister
in 1980 and later became the General
Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party.
He rose quickly through the ranks of the
Communist Party through his dedication
and enormous success as an industrial and
agricultural modernizer, dramatically turning
around the economic hardship of the
Sichuan Province in the 1970s.  He
developed a reputation as a successful
reformer in the Chinese leadership.  Trouble
began to arise, however, when he took the
blame for severe inflation caused by China’s
rapid economic growth in the 1980s.

His downfall came during the 1989
Tiananmen Square protests.  On May 19th,
two weeks before Chinese troops forcibly
put down the demonstrations, Mr. Zhao
made a tearful appeal, urging the protestors
to leave.  This was the last time he was seen

Zhao Ziyang Receives Muted Funeral

New York-  In the past month, two major
reports concerning global issues were
released.  The NGO Human Rights Watch
released its 2005 World Report concerning
human rights abuses and the United
Nations Millennium Project released its
report concerning the UN’s Millennium
Development Goals.

The Human Rights Watch report
highlighted the genocide in Darfur and the
torture at Abu Ghraib as the two most
egregious human rights violations over the
past year. In the case of Darfur, criticism
focused on the inaction of rest of the world
as civilians were slaughtered in Darfur.  It
critiqued Pakistan and Algeria, both

Zhao Ziyang

Bush Emphasizes Freedom in
Second Inaugural Address

Washington, D.C. -  On
January 20, President
Bush addressed the nation
on the occasion of  his
second inauguration.
Chief Justice Rehnquist,
visibly in ill health,
administered the oath of
office to the President,
immediately after which,
Bush commenced his
speech.

From the beginning,
Bush took the role of a
commander - in -ch ie f
addressing his people.  As
such, he took a militaristic
point-of-view on American history,
breaking-down the last half-century into an

World Leaders Commemorate 60th
Anniversary of the Liberation of
Auschwitz at The Height of the

Darfur Genocide
New York- The United Nations held a
special assembly on January 24 th in
remembrance of the sixtieth anniversary of
the liberation of Auschwitz, the Nazi death
camp where, during the Second World War,
two million people were executed, the vast
majority of whom were European Jews.

Speakers at the ceremony included UN
Secretary General Kofi Annan, Nobel
laureate and Holocaust survivor Eli Wiesel,
and a host of 38 other international
dignitaries from around the world.

Auschwitz, near Krakow, Poland, was
liberated by Soviet troops on 27 January
1945. While the Red Army discovered only
seven thousand survivors, millions of Jews,
Poles, gypsies, communists, homosexuals
and political dissidents, among others,
were murdered by the Nazi government at

in public; afterward, he was purged by Deng
Xiaoping and placed under house arrest.
Even in his later years, he was kept under
close watch, regarded by the Party as a
serious threat.

See Zhao, page 8
The gates of Auschwitz were marked,

sinisterly, with the phrase ‘Work makes
you free.’See Commemoration, page 12

- Howard Dean seems to be front-runner in race for DNC
chairman.

- EPA Inspector General claims results forged in report on
mercury contamination.

- Bush to go ahead with State of the Union promises, proposing
decreases in discretionary spending and to private Social Security
accounts.

- Newly appointed Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice is
meeting with Turkish officials to mend diplomatic ties.

- Court of Appeals rules that tobacco companies will not have to
turn over $280 billion in profits if found guilty of deceiving
Americans in order to sell cigarettes.

- Alberto Gonzales confirmed as Attorney General by vote of
60-36.

George Bush, with his wife
Laura, saying howdy to the

country.

era of Communism followed
by a decade of peace and
‘repose’, leading into the
current epoch where
terrorism is the new enemy.
He spoke of how Americans
need to unite to face their
common enemy. His tone,
however, bore an eerie
resemblance to his speech in
2001 where he called upon
Americans to unite behind
their new President whose
election was hotly
contested.

See Inaugural Address, page 15

members of the Security Council, for their
refusal to aid fellow Muslims as they were
being massacred, as well as the decidedly
uncritical African nations for their silence
over the killings.  Most of the report’s
criticism, though, was aimed at Western
nations; it states, ‘Everyone has something
more important to do than to save the people
of Darfur from inhuman brutality at the
hands of the Sudanese government and its
militia.’  It called upon the nations of the
world, particularly the West, to ignore
politics for the sake of stopping genocide
and prosecuting those responsible.

See Major Reports, page 13

National News Bulletin
BY EVAN MARSHAK

- Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld says he twice offered to
resign, taking responsibility for Abu Ghraib.

- Michael Chertoff, Appeals Court judge and former senior
counsel in Whitewater inquiry, appointed Secretary of Homeland
Security.

- Deputy Defense Secretary announced 15,000 troops to
leave Iraq in next month; will keep 135,000 troops there
through the year.

- Bush proposes new budget with widespread cuts he promised in
State of the Union, plus increases in national security while tax
cuts remain.

- Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice reaches out to Europe
to mend relations since Iraq disagreements.

- Karl Rove to become new White House chief of Staff.

- Judge rules as “wrongful death” the discarding of human
embryo to be used for in vitro fertilization.
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Focus:  Tsunami Disaster

Relief efforts will likely take years to carry out in
full.

Washington, D.C.-  On December 26, 2004
at approximately 7:58 AM an undersea
earthquake occurred to the North of
Simeulue Island, off the western coast of
Sumatra, Indonesia, generating a tsunami
that impacted over eleven different
countries.

The earthquake registered a 9.0 on the
Richter scale, tying it for the fourth most
powerful earthquake since 1900 and the
most powerful earthquake since the Good
Friday earthquake off Alaska in 1964.
Despite the fact that the quake occurred at
a depth of 18.6 miles below mean sea level,
the vertical rise in the sea bed displaced
vast amounts of water triggering the tsunami
waves that then spread outward from the
site of the earthquake.

The waves traveled at approximately
500 mph (about as fast as a jumbo jet),
reaching their ultimate destinations
anywhere from fifteen minutes to seven
hours after the earthquake occurred.  Even
with such lag time in many areas, the vast
majority of victims were caught off guard.
As the tsunami waves reached land they
slowed and reached up to fifty feet in height
and then came ashore causing widespread
damage, death, and destruction in
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, Thailand,
Somalia, and a number of other nations.
Indonesia, the country most severely
impacted by the tsunami, recently reported
its number of dead and missing at two
hundred and twenty-eight thousand,
bringing the total death toll from the eleven
most severely affected nations up over two
hundred and eighty-one thousand.
According to relief agencies, children
account for one-third of the death toll.  At
the same time, approximately nine thousand
tourists are also dead.  In terms of lives lost,
the tsunami of this past December is the
worst on record.

In addition to the immediate carnage
caused by the Tsunami, there will likely be
significant long-term fallout.   The United
Nations estimates that one hundred and fifty
thousand people are at extreme risk of
contracting disease.  Cholera, typhoid,
dysentery, and diphtheria are of particular

concern due to high population density,
tropical climate, and poor sanitation in the
tsunami-ravaged areas.

The mental health effects of the
tsunami for the people in the affected
region are also likely to be severe given
that hundreds of thousands of people
have lost not only loved ones, but their
homes, their means of livelihood, and
even their entire neighborhoods.  The
World Health Organization is concerned
about a shortage of trained mental health
care and counseling professionals, both
of which will be necessary to ameliorate
the mental anguish of people in the
affected regions.

It is likely that the Tsunami will cause
negative environmental and economic
effects.  Early estimates indicate that wave
surges destroyed 66% of the fishing and
industrial infrastructure along the coasts
of the affected countries, which will likely
damage the local and national economies
of these countries.  Furthermore, water
designated for both agriculture and
drinking may be compromised as a result
of saltwater contamination that occurred
with the surging of the ocean inland.
Agricultural land that is contaminated by
salt is sterilized and often hard to restore.
Thousands of rice, banana, and mango
farms in Sri Lanka were devastated and
groundwater in many well-dependent
areas of Southeast Asia has been
threatened by saltwater pollution.

Officials from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, after
being criticized for not doing more to raise
alarm about the oncoming tsunami said
that there was no system available at the
time to notify the countries in danger
before disaster struck.  To prevent this
from occurring again in the future plans
are now being put into place to develop a
satellite global disaster alert system that
would allow the sharing of information
throughout the world and expedite the
process of warning people of natural
disasters and responding to them.
(Sources: CNN.com, National
Geographic, WashingtonTimes [TL: JP])

Indian Ocean Tsunami Wreaks
Unprecedented Havoc

Tsunami Relief Far
From Over

New York-  After a tsunami devastated
twelve countries in the Indian Ocean
region last December, national
governments, non-governmental
organizations, and individuals from
across the globe came together to
contribute to one of the most extensive
worldwide relief efforts in history.
Although the death toll is now
approaching 200,000, countless lives
were saved from disease and
starvation due to the swift and
generous acts of the international
community. The United
Nations, which is coordinating
the international relief
operation, has been extremely
successful in its administration
of aid; almost all of the
affected areas are receiving
assistance.

There have been many
accomplishments over the last
few weeks, but now the world
is faced with what is perhaps
the more arduous task of
reconstruction. It is essential
that the international
community not forget that
despite the amazing relief efforts up
to date, the task of rebuilding areas
affected by the tsunami is far from
over. Infrastructure and key buildings
from hospitals to orphanages must be
constructed and sustained. If money
becomes scarce and supplies of food
and medicine begin totaper off,
widespread disease and death are
certain to follow. Perhaps equally
important for the future of the region,
coordinated efforts must be made to
rejuvenate the economies of the areas
affected.

Fortunately, the United Nations has
remained committed to continuing its
presence in the region. United Nations’
Secretary General Kofi Annan recently
appointed former President Bill Clinton
as envoy to oversee the tsunami relief
effort in the months to come. Not only
will he concern himself with the
economic and social problems created
by the disaster, but he will also deal with
political rebels in countries such as Sri
Lanka that threaten to contribute to the
chaos. Furthermore, the UN has

committed to lead efforts in the creation
of a tsunami warning center in an effort
to prevent future disasters.

The UN has pledged its continuing
support for the areas affected by the
tsunami.  In order to be effective,
however, this promise requires the
continued support of organizations,
individuals, and governments. The
world community cannot become
complacent in its support of this issue:
to do so could mean even greater
devastation. (Sources: NYT, UN [TL:
KFT])

Continuing Efforts Necessary in Order to Turn the Tide

Asia/Pacific:
-Direct China-Taiwan flights resume after 55 years – Afghan Human Rights Commission
calls for action against war criminals - King Gyanendra of Nepal dissolves democratic
government, assumes absolute power for three years ‘to defeat Maoist rebels’ - Talks
between Indonesian government and Aceh rebels end early – Indian Ocean Tsunami
Warning System talks deadlock over location of analysis center – Sam Rainsy, leader of
Cambodian opposition party, flees to Thailand after being stripped of immunity  – Thai
case of Bird Flu likely passed between humans – Australian Guantanamo detainee,
Mamdouh Habib, released – Tamil Tigers refuse to allow tsunami reconstruction talks
to revive stalled peace talks –

Europe:
-New Ukrainian President, Viktor Yushchenko, makes fighting corruption top priority –
ETA bombs Spanish hotel, one injured – First openly homosexual British Cabinet
Minister Chris Smith admits he is HIV positive – Serbian General, Vladimir Lazarevich,
surrenders to UN War Crimes Tribunal – Italy refuses Moroccan extradition request for
cleric connected to 2003 Casablanca bombings – Pope John Paul II sent to hospital  -
Georgian PM Zurab Zhvania found dead of carbon monoxide poisoning; an aide is later
found dead from suicide -

Middle East:
-Iraq election declared ‘success’ with 60% overall turnout, but low turnout in Sunni
areas – Israel promises to pull out of five West Bank towns and release 900 prisoners –

Volcker inquiry into Oil-for-Food Scandal harshly criticizes behavior of UN officials-

Africa:
-Nelson Mandela’s son, Makgatho Mandela, died of AIDS on January 6th – Thousands
protest in Morocco in support of paper that calls tsunami ‘divine retribution’ – UN
releases report on Darfur, declines to call the violence ‘genocide’ – Togolese President
Eyadema, longest-serving African leader, dies at age 69 - American oil companies
dominate new Libyan oil contracts – G7 Nations back UK Chancellor Gordon Brown’s
call for 100% relief of 3rd world debt – Nigeria hosts AU summit on fighting poverty-

Americas:
-Colombia and Venezuela ease tensions over capture of FARC commander on
Venezuelan soil – Brazil President ‘Lula’ da Silva fends off claims that reforms are too
slow – Canada PM Paul Martin pushes ahead with bill to legalize same-sex marriage –
World Social Forum, ‘Antidote to Davos,’ begins in Proto Alegre, Brazil on Jan. 27th-

International
News Bulletin

BY BENJAMIN SELIGMAN
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Middle East

Sharon, Abbas Negotiate
Cease-Fire at Summit

Sharm El-Sheik, Egypt-  In what may
be the beginning of the end of the
Second Intifada and, perhaps, the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon met with
Palestinian Authority President
Mahmoud Abbas on 8 February to
broker a cease-fire agreement. At the
end, the two did emerge with an
agreement, although feelings about the
talks range from highly optimistic to
fairly pessimistic.

The meeting, which took place at
Sharm el-Sheikh, represents a new era
in Israeli-Palestinian relations. Both
Jordan and Egypt have thrown their
support behind Abbas in his endeavor
for peace; on a related, but not
immediately related note, the New York
Times has reported that the Syrian
government has re-opened trade with
the Golan Heights, seemingly signaling
their desires for peace.

Abbas pledged to ‘stop all acts of
violence against all Israelis’ while
Sharon said that ‘Israel will cease all
its military activity against all
Palestinians everywhere.’ The Times
points out that neither man ever used
the phrase ‘cease-fire’ in his discussion
of the talks, however, appearing as if
neither man would like to seem too
optimistic.

The same day as the talks, Hamas
reminded the world that the Palestinian
Authority does not speak for them; they
still request that the Israeli government
release prisoners from the militant
Palestinian group.

While it may be very premature to
jump to a discussion comparing this
agreement to the Oslo Accords, it must
be pointed out that there were very few
specific details
discussed during the
meeting. The
matters of refugees
and settlements have
not been discussed,
and, despite
Sharon’s gesture of
returning the Gaza
Strip to Palestinian
sovereignty, silence
remains over the
issue of the West
Bank. These are all
matters that Sharon
and Abbas will have
to work out at a
later date. (Sources:
Lebanon Daily Star,
New York Times,
Reuters [TL: EJM])

Slow Progress in Sight as
Palestinian President Abbas
Faces Continuing Tension

Perhaps due to the fact that Hamas is
predicted to win up to 25% of the seats
in Parliament this year, Abbas has
committed to the demands regarding
both borders and political positions.

In the field, Palestinian soldiers
have backed Abbas’ proposal for a
ceasefire, implying that persuasion, rather
than coercion, is the only way for a
cessation of armed conflict to be
achieved.  Meanwhile, Sharon is wary of
the possibility that Palestinian security
forces may not provide security in the
areas to which they are deployed, and
thus he would likely continue to use
Israel’s military force without any regard
for these demands that will help to
achieve peace.  Given this, as well as the
expected influence of Hamas in the
Palestinian government, it is unlikely that
Sharon will commit to a ceasefire.

According to Palestinian leader
Abu-Amr, Abbas is expecting more
support from the US in his current non-
violent strategy than he received in a
similar initiative two years ago.
Furthermore, Israel is also currently
taking steps that may help the peace
process along, such as reoffering to hand
over security control of four cities in the
West bank, Tulkarem, Ramallah, Qalqilya,
and Jericho, to the Palestinians.  In
addition to this, Israel has agreed to stop
action against Palestinian militants in
locations where Palestinian security is
effective.  Palestinians, therefore, will
have the first chances to deal with
Palestinian terror threats.

And thus far Israel has kept its
promise, ordering troops to halt raids after
Palestinian Police finished deployment
to Gaza on January 28.  Top Israeli and
Palestinian officials met to lay out the
provisions for a pullback of Israeli troops
from West Bank towns, despite the killing
of a ten year old Palestinian Girl (which
was likely the result of Israeli fire) just a
day earlier and a violent Palestinian
response.  (Sources: CBS News,
CNN.com, Mail and Guardian on Line,
MSNBC, TIMES ONLINE [(TL: JP]).

Abbas succeeded Arafat as the
Palestinian President on January 9,

East Jerusalem-  On January 9, 2005,
Mahmoud Abbas succeeded Yasser Arafat,
who died last November, as the Palestinian
President after winning 62% of the vote for
leadership of the Palestinian Authority.
Shortly after Abbas’ election the Israeli
Prime Minister, Ariel Sharon, cut off contact
with the Palestinian Authority following an

attack that killed six
Israelis in Gaza.
Sharon, clearly
frustrated by this
attack, said,
‘ U n f o r t u n a t e l y
despite the change
in Palestinian
Leadership, we see
that its leaders
have not even
begun to take any
action against the
terror.  This
situation cannot
continue.’

S h a r o n
was quick to take a
hard line stance,
vowing to step up
Israeli defense and
security force
activity without
restriction, as long
as the Palestinians,

in his words, are ‘not lifting a finger.’ This
points to a key issue for both the Israelis
and the Palestinian Authority: the use of
Palestinian security forces to curb attacks
on Israel.  In the past, Israel had cut off
negotiations with Arafat when he was
unwilling or unable to control Palestinian
militants; it is likely that Israel would cut off
negotiations again if Abbas fails to dampen
the Militants’ efforts.

In doing this, Abbas has to walk a
fine line.  Hamas has demanded the release
of Palestinian prisoners, as well as an end
to Israeli raids, assassinations, and over-
flights of Gaza.  Further demands include a
role in the Palestinian political leadership
and a guarantee that Abbas will uphold the
demand for a Palestinian state along the 1967
borders, with East Jerusalem as capital.

Mixed Global Reactions to
Elections in Iraq

Ithaca, NY- 40 dead as a result of eight
suicide bombings with 100 attacks on
polling stations. To Western eyes that
may seem like an exceedingly violent
day.  Yet for war-torn Iraq the elections
held on January 30th were actually a
security success.

A number of extensive security
measures were implemented, including
a closing of the borders and a ban on
most private vehicles. Voters went to
the polls to select a 275 person national
assembly which will function as a
legislature for Iraq and whose
responsibility will include drafting the
new Iraqi constitution, electing leaders
of the legislature, and creating a
Presidency Council which will consist
of a President and two Vice- Presidents.

The elections drew a different series
of reactions from around the world,

though a mix of cautious optimism was
most common. In his State of the Union
Address, President George W. Bush
praised the elections, proclaiming that
‘freedom in Iraq will make America safer
for future generations’ and that the
elections ‘open a new phase of work in
that country.’

Surprisingly enough several French
newspapers were optimistic about the
elections, with Liberation proclaiming
that reports of high voter turnout were
‘evidence of success.’ Le Monde also
praised the success of secure elections
but cautioned that it would now be more
difficult to ‘rebuild a country being pulled
apart by opposing forces.’

El Pais, a prominent Spanish
newspaper praised the voter turnout
which appeared to exceed the 57%
predicted by officials, but reminded us
of our stated reasons for involvement in
Iraq by reminding readers that the
elections are a step towards ‘American
withdrawal.’ L’Unita, an Italian
newspaper said that Iraqis voted for
‘freedom from the Americans.’
Germany’s Sueddeutsche Zeitung
predicted that after America departed Iraq,
the country would degenerate into a series
of, ‘coups, disintegration perhaps even
civil war.’ Russia’s Trud newspaper had
much skepticism for America’s role,

saying ‘there is bound to be some
manipulation of the results.’

The Arab world had a similar
mixed reaction to the results, with
much praise for the extensive
security and the high voter turnout
but with mixed concern over the
legitimacy of the election. Qatar’s
Al-Sharq said that the elections in
Iraq ‘aim for democracy, but it is
not held in such an atmosphere.’
The Tehran Times, Iran’s leading
newspaper had perhaps the most
vociferous headline, trumpeting
‘World Expects the United States to
Leave’— one of many signs that
relations between the United States
and Iran have chilled since President
Bush recently denounced Iran as one
of the world’s most dangerous
sponsors of terror.  ([TL:  SL])

Iraqi Women prepare for the election
process.

Shiites represent a large voting block in
Iraq.
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From The Editor’s Desk
Hollow Rhetoric:  Lighting the Fire of Freedom

TL

Response to Sarah Olesiuk’s
‘Tar Heel Blue’

Dear Editor,

The Republicans can’t wait to tear
Hillary Clinton apart. They despise her for
her best qualities- being an intelligent,
articulate and ambitious woman. They will
appeal to the fears of males who are
threatened by woman like Hillary. If she were
to be the Democratic candidate, as Ms.
Olesiuk suggests in her column (18 Nov. 04),
I believe she would lose, badly.
 

The peace and justice community
distrusts Hillary Clinton for her militarism.
Not only did she vote to give W. the

authority to waste billions of dollars and
precious lives in Iraq, she voted for every
Republican-initiated increase in military
spending. She even voted against the Boxer
amendment to the Missile Defense
authorization bill, that would have required
testing of the system before allocating
billions to something that many agree will
never work. Her office never responded to
my question about her thinking behind that
vote. Either she really wants to reassure
weapons contracters that she’s in their
pocket, or she is cynically building up a
resume on military matters to the right of
any other Democrat in the Senate, so that
Joe Lieberman will give her his blessing.
The Democrats will need to offer a clear
alternative to the neocon foreign policy of
the Bush/Cheney years. Not Hillary.

 
I hope a more progressive Democrat

challenges and defeats her in the Senatorial
primary in 2006. Our own Rep. Maurice
Hinchey would be a far better Senator for
New York.
 

I agree with Ms. Olesiuk that the
people will be ready for a radical change in
2008. Carol Moseley Braun was the most
down to earth and sensible Democratic
candidate in the 2004 primaries. She’d be a
great President. But, if we want to go for
charisma and a sense of the future, Barack
Obama, the Senator from Illinois, is the most
exciting figure in the Democratic party. And
he is a winner.
 
Sincerely,
Will Fudeman, ’72

Letter to the Editor

In Review
‘Justice is distorted, and our economy is held back by irresponsible class-actions and frivolous asbestos claims — and I urge
Congress to pass legal reforms this year.’ (Applause.)

- President Bush, State of the Union Address, Feb. 2nd, 2005

‘More than 100 Northwest families have won a $30 million settlement in an asbestos lawsuit involving a subsidiary of Texas-based
Halliburton Co.’

- Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Feb. 3rd, 2005

‘United States officials were surprised and heartened today at the size of turnout in South Vietnam’s presidential election despite a
Vietcong terrorist campaign to disrupt the voting.  A successful election has long been seen as the keystone in President Johnson’s
policy of encouraging the growth of constitutional processes in South Vietnam.’

- New York Times, Sept. 4th, 1967

‘We must confront regimes that continue to harbor terrorists and pursue weapons of mass murder… today, Iran remains the world’s
primary state sponsor of terror.’

- President Bush, State of the Union Address, Feb. 2nd, 2005

‘Halliburton has won a tender to drill a huge Iranian gas field… the project includes onshore and offshore sections and its initial
phase is to become operational by the first quarter of 2007.’

- Washington Post, Feb. 3rd, 2005
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Three weeks ago, President Bush
delivered his second inaugural
address.  His words were stirring

through the deep convictions he delivered
them and soaring in their expression of
hope, light, and liberty.  Unfortunately,
however much his rhetoric may have
inspirational in calling for the ascent of
freedom throughout the world, his soaring
but vague words were distinctively
muddled and directionless, buffeted by
contradictions in his Administration’s past
and present policies.  As the Washington
Post opined, his speech could be best
described as ‘hollow’ and ‘grandiose.’

There is no question that the spread
of human freedom is probably the greatest
force known to man in toppling oppressive
regimes and liberating the oppressed from
poverty, hatred, and violence. Yet however
much Mr. Bush’s words invoked a great
sense of pride and mission within the
American people, his speech noticeably
failed to answer many significant questions
surrounding the new ‘Bush Doctrine’ to
end tyranny around the globe.  For one,
how truly committed is the President to
carrying out such lofty promises?   He has
declared to ‘all who live in tyranny and
hopelessness can know the United States
will not ignore your oppression and excuse
your oppressors.’   Much criticism has
already been levied against both the
President and the UN for still failing to step

further than mere recognition of the
genocide in Sudan.  Despite President
Bush’s characteristic, two-sided way of
viewing the world, the United States has
fostered increasingly cozy ties with some
of the most oppressive governments in the
world, including Saudi Arabia, Pakistan,
Russia, Egypt, and the notorious
Uzbekistani regime, known to boil dissidents
alive.  Although Bush invoked the threat of
terror as a test of America’s continued
resolve and dedication to freedom, the War
on Terror has propelled us to ally with
governments hostile to the ideal of liberty.
Perhaps out of acknowledgement of the
inherent contradictions, Bush neglected to
mention ‘human rights’ in his speech even
while he invoked ‘freedom,’ ‘liberty,’ or ‘free’
49 times in his 21-minute speech.

Even the White House, well known for
the scripted coordination of its message,
had to downplay the significance of his
ambitious words,  stating that the President
has outlined a broad long-term vision for
the country’s global role through the
‘concentrated work of generations.’ In
particular, they defended the
administration’s sometimes inconsistent
relationships with oppressive governments,
stating that in the short term, securing
alliances to battle the War on Terror were of
more importance.

Yet it would probably be more accurate
to describe the administration’s criteria of
alliance building as strategic importance,
rather than solely considering the War on
Terror or loftier goals of freedom.  Even as
Bush singled out Iran as the world’s primary

state sponsor of terrorism and even as
Cheney accused Iran as a top threat to
regional stability, Halliburton quietly
opened up an unmarked office on the 10th

floor of an office building in Tehran last
month to oversee a new extensive drilling
project in Iran’s South Pars gas fields.  The
contract lasts 52 months.

This leads to the question of whether
the Bush plan to promote democracy will
resemble the operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan, neither of which has been
extraordinarily successful.  Even though
President Bush pledged that ‘America will
not impose our own style of government
on the unwilling,’ the reconstruction in Iraq
has been plagued by careless planning and
incompetent management, much of the
incompetence stemming from conservative
political patronage.

If President Bush wishes for his words
to resonate with the rest of the world, he
must fix the administration’s arrogant
attitude towards others.  Promoting freedom
and spreading democracy is enormously
commendable, but it must be done with
respect toward others and humility.  The
United States can immediately begin gaining
the respect and the reverence of others in
the global community first of all by
committing itself to donating vastly more
foreign aid to alleviate the ‘hunger in dark
places’ Bush talked so passionately about
in his speech.   Currently, the US is ranked
18 out of 22 in per capita foreign
development aid.  While the
administration’s recently proposed budget
increases total foreign aid by 14 percent,

like Bush’s commitment to fighting AIDS in
Africa it still falls well short of his original
promises to poor countries.

If President Bush truly believed in the
spread of freedom, he would understand the
enormously positive externalities of
moderate increases in foreign aid to
underdeveloped countries towards feeding
hungry children and providing education.
He can light his ‘fire in the minds of men’
and it will warm ‘those who feel its power’
by draining the the grounds of hatred and
resentment which breed oppression and
terror.  President Bush is right that terrorists
and dictators dislike our freedoms and our
individual dignities.  That is why it is
important to immediately choke off
opportunities for these oppressors and
terrorists to secure the loyalty of generations
of impoverished and angry recruits.   For
freedom to prevail, we need to first secure
‘freedom from fear’—  the fear of hunger,
the fear of instability, the fear of violence.

President Bush has put forth some very
lofty goals and during these times, it is more
important than ever that he remains true to
them instead of paying lip service and
breeding further distrust and discontent.
Until the administration demonstrates its
commitment to human rights and not just
strategic and terrorism concerns, and until
it demonstrates its competent ability and
resolve to assist in the spreading of
democracy, and until it recognizes its
obsessive focus on states and begins
investing into people, Mr. Bush’s liberty bell
rings hollow.
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BY ALEXANDRA BERKE

WHAT’S
The View from Hyderabad

ndia is often overwhelming.  It is inevitable in a
nation that boasts 1 billion residents, 24 official
languages, and a mind-boggling mixture of wealth

and poverty. When I told people I was going to be
studying abroad in Hyderabad, India for
the semester almost everyone
remarked on the amount of poverty I
was bound to see. No matter how
much I try to steel myself to it, there is
no way not to be effected by the sheer
quantity and diversity of poverty one
witnesses here.

From the streets of Delhi, the capital
city of the world’s largest democracy;
to Agra, home of the Taj Mahal and
one of the largest tourist attractions in the world; to
my current place of study, Hyderabad, I have seen
poverty expressed in a myriad of forms.

In Delhi,  crowds of people don’t just sleep or beg
in plain view of passersby; they live their entire lives.
Fires glowing along the sidewalks in Delhi at night
illuminate the limbless men sitting by, patiently holding
out their hands. Each time a vehicle slows down, a
never-ending stream of women in filthy saris with the
ubiquitous dirt-smeared, sleeping baby attached to their

hip approach, leaving only once the traffic begins to
move again.

Not all of my experiences with Delhi’s poverty were
aggressive. Walking outside the Mecca Masjid, the

largest mosque in Delhi, a family
was intently playing a board game
while sitting in the dirt. They may
have had a bowl out for begging,
but they never looked up from the
board. Just a few feet away a
mother and teenage daughter were
bickering. There were small
children wandering around, watched
over by everyone and no one at the
same time. It was as though I was

staring in to the window of this family’s home, but there
was no house. The openness of their actions was
transfixing because no one cared that I was watching.
Their intimacy did not depend on personal space as I
have always known it. I saw them as a family, not as
the desperate poor of India of which I had been
forewarned.

Rest stops along the road from Delhi to Agra, the
traditional tourist route, were lined with forceful
hawkers whose livelihood was based on surrounding
buses, pounding on the windows and shouting. Selling

everything from postcards of the Kama
Sutra to key chains, the most disturbing
products were giant bears on leashes.
The bears were obviously not born to
live in the heat of Agra. They are
kidnapped from the Himalayas and
used to extract money from visitors.
Seeing these majestic animals reduced
to standing on their hind legs next to
men constantly screaming for a few
rupees was a sight we all found
haunting. Especially when the hawkers
caught our attention by getting their
leashed monkeys to jump on the bus,
banging on the window right next to
our heads. Here my gaze did not go
unnoticed, every glance encouraged

Left

Fires glowing along
the sidewalks illumi-
nate the limbless men
sitting by, holding out
their hands.

In the streets of Hyderabad, India.
TL
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a heightened sales pitch so I looked away, not wishing
to rile up the vendors.

It is hard to go unnoticed in Hyderabad since
foreigners are fairly uncommon. When I travel into
the city with small groups of other American students
we are often the only non-Indian people around,
attracting attention in the form of stares and very
aggressive begging. The most intense incident I’ve
experienced occurred when four of us were besieged
by a woman holding a baby for twenty minutes. She
followed us through the streets, tugging on our arms
and placing her hand to her mouth the entire time. It’s
not uncommon for me to look around and realize that
a small troupe of children has suddenly surrounded
our group, yelling hello eerily; it is impossible to stop

walking in the old city without being approached by
sellers and beggars.
      Not all outings involve hassling. Just the other night
we sampled the nightlife at Cinnabar Red, a bar where
westerners and hip Hyderabadis come together to sip
cosmopolitans and dance to Beyoncé. We were
approached constantly, this time by helpful waiters
bringing free drinks for ladies night and pan-Asian
appetizers. We were still stared at, but compared to a
night out in the states, we were given ample room to
dance and the men were far more respectful. On the
way home the sixteen of us crammed into a “seven-
seater” laughed and joked with the driver and other
passengers, feeling carefree after our night out. As
people often say with a shrug, “this is India.”

Alex Berke is currently on semester leave from
Cornell while studying Political Science at the
University of Hyderabad.

I

From the streets of Delhi to my
current place of study,
Hyderabad, I have seen poverty
expressed in a myriad of forms.
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As the December break approached and exams
wound down to an end, I returned to my Southern
hometown to spend the holidays with my family.

Once again I found myself in the place where Ford F-150s
adorned with Bush-Cheney bumper stickers share the same
roads as Hybrids whose bumpers’ encourage citizens to
buy locally grown food. The dichotomy never fails to
surprise me. Oh, it was good to be home.

Another phenomenon that occurs in Asheville,
NC also continually baffles me: the
weather can be just as diverse as the
bumper stickers. Over break, the
weather was unseasonably warm. I
couldn’t decide weather to be
absolutely elated at a seventy degree
day or disgusted because the
temperature was probably the result
of some form of global warming.
Either way, the weather was beautiful
while I was at home and I felt I must stock up on my sunshine
before I returned to the frigid temperatures and snow that
the Ithaca winter offers. So, I found a friend, took a couple
of the neighborhood dogs, and spent many of my days
hiking in the stunning Southern Appalachian Mountains
that rise up almost literally in my backyard.

I hiked up mountains and down mountains,
stumbled upon waterfalls, climbed into thickets of trees,
explored the biology of the area, and witnessed the amazing
scenery that is the Appalachian Range. The views are
particularly good this time of year; since there are no leaves
on most of trees, the mountains seem to go on forever. It is
difficult to explain the attachment those that live in the
mountains have to these natural wonders; the people and
mountains are inexorably intertwined. Driving home from
out of town, I am always comforted as the roads become
curvier and the horizon morphs from its flat expanse to
gently rolling hills, and then finally to formidable peaks.
It’s as if something changes in my soul when I am in the

presence these mountains. That is why I will never
understand how anyone could destroy them.

That’s exactly what huge coal mining corporations
have been doing, however, as they continue to perfect their
mountaintop removal techniques. Mountaintop removal-
the name says it all. What occurs during this process is
atrocious. The top five hundred feet of the mountains are
literally ripped off and dumped into the adjacent valley.
The coal is extracted from the decapitated mountain and
coal companies then sidle on to the next mountain, leaving

a path of bleak destruction in
their wake. The community,
environment, and people
surrounding these sites are left
devastated.

How are five hundred
feet of pure mountain removed?
Coal companies first use
dynamite blasts to splinter the
rock strata of the mountain’s
summit. They produce further

blasts using the same mixture of ammonium nitrate fertilizers
and fuel oil in the bomb used to kill 168 people in the
Oklahoma City Bombing. Even more disturbing is that the
mountaintop removal blasts are anywhere from ten to one
hundred times stronger, yet they do not exceed the legal
limits.

After the blasting loosens the rock, machines
called draglines separate the coal from the rock. These
machines are 10 to 20 stories high and each scoop of the
dragline bucket removes 110 cubic yards of earth. This eight
million pound machine costs over $100 million and uses
$50,000 worth of (coal-generated) electricity every month.

Appalachian streams are another irreplaceable
resource severely impacted by mountaintop removal
operations. The dragline and dump trucks pile excess rock,
earth, and mining waste into the valley adjacent to the site.
More than 1,000 miles of streams and rivers have been
buried by these so-called “valley fills.” Watersheds in the

area are buried beneath the rock or
contaminated with acid mine pollution,
leaving both the animals and people in
the surrounding areas without potable
water.

After  tearing off
mountaintops, filling in valleys,
destroying habitats, and burying
waterways, the mine operators begin
their version of a clean-up and
restorative process. Generally, the
restoration of the mountain is minimal.
Grass is planted on the flat surface and
it struggles to grow though the black
coal shale. The native trees are not
replanted. No attempt is made to
reconstruct the contour of the mountain
in its natural state and there is no topsoil
left. Non-native species are introduced
to the area and some companies have
even gone as far as to “restore” the area
by constructing a golf course. The

AP

unnaturally green grass pumped full of fertilizer stands as a
paradigm of the policies implemented by mining tycoons.

Coal mining companies will often argue that the
people of Appalachia depend on the coal obtained though
mountaintop operations for their prosperity. However, West
Virginia, the state with the most mountaintop removal sites,
ranks 49th among the 50 states in household income. The
poorest counties are those with the most sites. Furthermore,
mountaintop removal accounts for only about 4,500 jobs in
West Virginia – less than once percent of its job force. The
people of Appalachia do not have the means to fight the
destruction caused by mountaintop removal in their
communities, for the mountaintop removal operations have
replaced United Mine Workers with non-union workers,
eliminating the majority of financial support workers and
community members would have received to fight injustices.

The most helpful piece of legislation aiding in the
fight against mountaintop removal and its adverse
environmental impacts is the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act signed by Jimmy Carter in 1977. However,

the coal companies are notorious for making generous
campaign contributions. The state leaders are often
financially pocketed by mountaintop removal operators,
forcing the political and judicial pawns in the state to give
operators what they want.  Expectedly, only a blind eye is
turned when coal companies fall out of compliance with
the already outdated laws.

Last year, Representative Frank Pallone (D-NJ)
introduced the Clean Water Protection Act into Congress.
This Act would enhance the Clean Water Act by nullifying
the changes made on behalf of the coal industry during
Bush’s first term. Furthermore, The Clean Water Protection
Act would prohibit the dumping of former mountaintops
into waterways. Nationally, the Act would prohibit industries
from dumping all waste into streams and waterways. As a
result, mountaintop removal operations would become more
difficult and much more expensive to carry out.

Those interested in stopping mountaintop
removal are encouraged to write their Senators and
Representatives and ask them to co-sponsor this bill by
contacting Eric Gordon at Congressman Pallone’s office in
New Jersey. Environmental scientists estimate that in less
than two decades, mountaintop removal will have destroyed
many peaks throughout the Appalachian Mountains and
over half the peaks in West Virginia.   These grand old
peaks are sacred vestiges of America’s glorious old past.
Let’s not desecrate our nation’s natural treasures.

TL

Tar Heel Blue
Almost Heaven

A view of the Southern Appalachian mountains near Asheville, NC.

BY SARAH OLESIUK

It’s as if something changes
in my soul when I am in the
presence these mountains.

These grand old peaks are
sacred vestiges of America’s
glorious old past.  Let’s not
desecrate our nation’s   natural
treasures.
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After some indecision, the Chinese government chose
to permit a muted ceremony for Zhao Ziyang’s funeral.  His
official obituary criticized his role during the Tiananmen
Protests, but did not mention his economic reforms.  There
were reports that police presence was heavy and that some
mourners were prevented from joining the ceremonies,
sometimes forcibly.  Other dissidents were kept under house
arrest to prevent their attendance.  There were similar
reports regarding mourners visiting Zhao Ziyang’s house.

Elsewhere, mourning was more open, particularly in
Hong Kong and Taiwan.  Many world leaders, including
Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi, gave their
condolences regarding his death.

Chinese dissident and Tiananmen Square Protest leader
Wang Dan said that Mr. Zhao, ‘…represents Chinese
Communist Party members with a conscience.’  Mr. Dan
visited Cornell on November 4th where he delivered a talk
about the Tiananmen Protests and reform in China.
(Sources: BBC World News, CNN [TL:  BJS])

Continued from Zhao, page 3 ...

Tiananmen Continues to Divide Chinese Leaders

Even in his later years, he was
kept under close watch,
regarded by the Communist
Party as a serious threat
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Appoint The New Dean
The Case for Dean’s Candidacy for DNC Chair

ust when it seemed like we wouldn’t
have to deal with any more elections in
this country, a new campaign has be-

gun that, considering the catastrophic re-
sults on November 2nd, has taken on im-
mense importance. On February 12th, the
four hundred and forty-seven members of
the National Dem-
ocratic Party will
select their Party
Chair in Washing-
ton D.C. Partici-
pants in this con-
test are generally
men known for the
organization and
implementation of
campaigns, not
their own dabbling in electoral politics. This
time, however, the frontrunner in the race to
replace outgoing Party Chair Terry McAu-
liffe is Howard Dean, former Governor of
Vermont and 2004 Presidential candidate.

Governor Dean’s candidacy has creat-
ed a splash in the party, with his controver-
sial run for nomination still fresh in the
minds of Democrats who have been left won-
dering where the Kerry Campaign went
wrong. At this crossroads for the Democrat-
ic Party, a clear choice has emerged between
the moderate approach of congressional
leaders Nancy Pelosi and Harry Reid, es-
poused by the Governor’s challengers, and
the confrontational approach pressed for
by Dr. Dean.  As one who not only did not

TL

BY WILL ROSENZWEIG

support Gov. Dean’s candidacy for Presi-
dent but was terrified by it, I feel perfectly
comfortable forcefully advocating Dean for
party chair.

Talking heads combined with congres-
sional Democrats, like Senate Minority Lead-
er Reid, who prized retaining political pow-
er over the future of our country, have

pushed a host of
poorly thought-out
and misguided rea-
sons for the Demo-
cratic defeat in
2004. It has been
said that Democrats
have lost touch
with the heartland,
that ordinary Amer-
icans can’t relate to

Democrats and vice-versa, that moral val-
ues have undermined Democratic electoral
prospects. The truth, which Gov. Dean ful-
ly understands, is that we need candidates
who oppose the President’s radical agenda
in accordance with core Democratic princi-
ples, like job creation, balancing the bud-
get, a clean environment, and a woman’s
right to choose. In addition, a focus on
stressing good governance, an issue that
was completely overlooked by the national
news media and Democratic candidates, was
included in the Dean campaign and is cru-
cial to electoral success. The Cater cam-
paign, Clinton campaigns, and the early
Dukakis campaign all relied on stressing
their ability to effectively run a state. This

is the one issue that is neither uniquely Re-
publican nor Democratic and that has the
potential to be used to great effect by the
Democrats. Furthermore, Gov. Dean has the
backbone to stand up to the President, in
addition to possessing the right ideas, to
shape a Democratic message leading into
2006 and 2008.

Dean’s candidacy for Party Chairman
does not represent the wild, screaming,
messy campaign of January of 2004, nor
does it stand for the ex-
treme liberalism that
was the popular per-
ception of Dean during
his bid for the White
House. Instead, Dean
brings the credibility
he won by standing up
to the President cou-
pled with a knowledge
of how to excite peo-
ple and raise funds, a
winning combination
for future campaigns.

But beyond the
electoral success that
we Democrats crave,
we must not forget the
true differences be-
tween the Republicans
and us; we have a col-
lective conscience that
we refuse to surrender.
In that vein, Gov. Dean
will not allow us to

Democrats have a collective
conscience that we refuse to
surrender.
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compromise with those that advocate dis-
crimination against homosexuals, work to
take away a women’s right to choose, and
insist that the war in Iraq is just and a suc-
cess. Beyond winning elections, rebuking
the President for his needless sacrifice of
American lives is something that in our
hearts we know is the right and only thing
to do. Howard Dean will not let us forget
that.

J
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On the night of Jan. 19, at a black-tie ball celebrating
President Bush’s second inauguration, Dr. James
Dobson stirred up controversy when he attacked

a video produced by the non-profit We Are Family
Foundation designed to promote tolerance and diversity
to American school children. The video, which includes
over 100 popular children’s characters such as Barney the
Dinosaur, Clifford the Big Red Dog, and Spongebob
Squarepants, was conceived by the creator of the 70’s
disco hit ‘We are Family’ to
teach children about
multiculturalism and
acceptance in the aftermath
of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks. However, Dr.
Dobson accused the video
– and especially
Spongebob Squarepants -
of attempting to advance
pro-gay propaganda to
impressionable school
children without the
consent of their parents.

Following his remarks
at the ball, Dr. Dobson was
naturally assailed with all the ridicule and laughter he
deserved by almost every media outlet in the country (with
the obvious exception of Fox News, which rose to his
defense). In a written response posted on his website
(www.family.org), Dr. Dobson fervently insisted that the
media had misinterpreted his remarks; he did not actually
accuse Spongebob Squarepants of being gay, he merely
expressed his outrage that Spongebob and other
characters were being exploited to promote to children the
acceptance of homosexuality, through linking ‘sexual
identity’ with other cultural
characteristics like race or religion.

Controversy over, right?
Of course, Dr. Dobson has

missed the point entirely. Whether
or not Dr. Dobson personally
‘accepts’ homosexuality as an
alternative lifestyle is his own
business. He fails to recognize,
however, that as an American he
must tolerate and respect
homosexuals. Tolerate is a
condescending word to use in this
instance, but it is the least that is
required from a senile bigot like
Dobson. We Are the Family
Foundation, created after the 2001
terrorist attacks, had only the best
intentions in making its ‘tolerance
of diversity’ music video. It makes
no attempt to seduce children to
homosexuality through the use of
its cartoon characters.  Rather, it is
meant to reinforce the ideals of unity

and acceptance, concepts that many other ‘family’
organizations are too dogmatic to comprehend.

Sadly, Dr. Dobson’s remarks are all too characteristic
of a rising tide of self-righteous conservative Culture
Warriors, bent on censoring anything remotely homosexual
or otherwise ‘obscene’ from our society. These pretentious,
pedantic people are effectively accomplishing this through
both a nauseating publicity storm of whining and nagging,
coupled with several repressive conservatives in high
positions of government. In case you weren’t aware of it,
we are in the midst of a Puritanical re-awakening. Don’t

believe me? Consider
another recent, almost
identical episode of ‘moral’
censorship involving PBS
and Bush’s Education
Secretary Margaret
Spellings.

As part of a series where
Buster the rabbit (from the
animated cartoon show
Arthur) visits different
households to learn about
the diversity of American
families, PBS recently
produced an episode where
Buster travels to visit the

real-life children of lesbian couples in Vermont. Enter the
crotchety Margaret Spellings, who, in only her second day
in office as Education Secretary of the United States, writes
a threatening letter to PBS, telling the network to cancel the
episode or risk devastating financial consequences. PBS
cancels the episode, and the Red States are pleased to know
that bigotry is still alive and well in Washington. According
to Robert Knight of the Culture and Family Institute, ‘For
years, PBS has been slipping pro-homosexual messages
into its programming. Along comes Secretary Spellings, who

takes action as a servant of the
people instead of a timid, go-along
bureaucrat. Good for her.’ When
Robert Knight speaks of ‘the
people’ Margaret Spellings is
serving, he is of course referring to
the descendants of the racist
churchwomen from Mark Twain
novels who now happen to dominate
the social wing of the GOP.

Another prude worth
mentioning in the fight to control
the culture of America is Michael
Powell, former head of the FCC and
son of the spineless diplomat Colin
Powell. The year before Michael
Powell became head of the FCC, the
FCC dealt out $48,000 in indecency
fines. In 2004 alone, Michael
Powell’s FCC distributed over $7.7
million in indecency fines. The FCC
so intimidated ABC that 66 local
affiliates refused to air Saving
Private Ryan on Veterans Day.

Plus: Other Shocking Stories of Moral Depravity!
While Michael
Powell is well
known for his
r e l e n t l e s s
harassment of
radio jockey
Howard Stern,
he is probably
b e s t
remembered
for presiding
over the fallout to The
Worst Thing To Have Ever
Happened In The History of The World -
Janet Jackson’s partially exposed right boob at last
year’s Superbowl halftime show. For its role in inadvertently
displaying a jiggling breast with a ‘solar nipple medallion’
for no more than 2 seconds, CBS received a $500,000 fine.

Speaking of football, every Green Bay Packer fan knew
exactly where they were on the afternoon of January 9,
2005, when Minnesota Vikings bad-boy Randy Moss,
sporting a disgracefully unorganized afro, punctuated a
touchdown catch by pretending to pull down his uniform
pants and rub his behind on the Green Bay goalpost. This
harmless and delightfully creative celebration, while
indisputably funny, prompted immediate outrage from many
conservative sports media figures. Fox commentator Joe
Buck described the act, which occurred in a game
sponsored by at least two or three erectile-dysfunction
pills per commercial, as ‘disgusting’ (Remember, for
erections lasting longer than four hours, consult with your
doctor). Although the fine was only $10,000 (and levied by
the NFL, not the FCC), it was still $10,000 more than it
should have been.

There are dozens of other examples in today’s
entertainment world that have attracted hysterical
overreactions (such as when celebrities occasionally use
profanity on live television). It’s ironic that conservatives
often criticize liberals for enforcing ‘political correctness’
or for wasting everybody’s time with ‘frivolous’ malpractice
lawsuits. It would be great if conservatives would stop
enforcing their moral standards upon the rest of society
with their incessant whining. If they believe that a part of
the human anatomy or a single four-letter word will cause
irrevocable damage to themselves or their children, then
they don’t have to watch television! Everybody on the
planet, whether we are willing to admit it or not, has to shit
from time to time – does it really matter what word we call
it? And what is so dangerous about televised nudity? Or
homosexuality? Was there any other single event last year
more absurd than the proposed Constitutional Amendment
to ban gay marriage? We live in a country based upon the
premise that one is free from tyranny or oppression – where
every citizen is entitled to the same rights, including the
right to free speech and the right to live the life as one
chooses. Whatever floats your boat, so long as it doesn’t
sink mine.

These people need to get the hell off our boats.

Could it be…Satan? (SNL)

It would be great if conservatives would
stop enforcing their moral standards
upon the rest of society with their inces-
sant whining. If they believe that a part
of the human anatomy or a single four-
letter word will cause irrevocable dam-
age to themselves or their children, then
they don’t have to watch television!
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The Red State Menace

I vividly recall reading the Patriot Act
         in utter disbelief of what this attack on
     our basic freedoms entailed. I know
everyone is tired of hearing about the Patriot
Act, but we often forget that the worst
elements of the act have been practiced for
decades by the government despite legality.
Sure, when the Patriot Act was passed
everyone smiled and reassured me that we
were in a different age, that we were at war,
and that the government needed to assure
itself that it had the legal powers to do
whatever is necessary to win the War on
Terror and ‘defend our way of life.’

If false freedoms and, ironically,
freedom itself, both of which are used to
mask over our nationalism, really are the
cornerstones of ‘our way of life,’ then the
politicians have won. With these liberties,
or perceived liberties in hand, they know
we will gladly blind ourselves so that they
can continue with their exploitative industry
of bribery and corruption. Has history not
taught us anything? Wars are always fought
for one thing: money. We are not there to
liberate anyone and give those poor Iraqis
a freedom that they supposedly never had.
We invaded Iraq for money.  But despite
this we pretend the war is about liberty and
the cycle continues.

But all is well on the home-front. We
have a grand old internal military policing
organization, the Department of Homeland
Security, to protect us. Disallowing the
military to police
the private
citizenry can be
brushed aside, we
are in a war after
all, remember?
And those kind
gentlemen would
never dream of
actually using the powers enumerated in
plane black and white ink in the Patriot Act,
signed by our democratically elected
officials, would they?

They would, and have. Are we still
righteous? Why do we believe that we are
on the side of freedom, when the real
evidence, that everyone besides the right-
wing voters in the red states and also most
Kerry supporters in the blue states, is
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clearly able to see? The
Democrats are not on
the right on this issue;
after all, recall that they
threw away the election
advocating a candidate
just as blood-thirsty (‘I
will hunt them down
and kill them.’ -John
Kerry) as Bush is.

A while ago, I was
able to view private
Department of
Homeland Security
(DHS) Morning
Briefings, leaked
through the
Department of Energy,
that contained
information about the
daily ‘near-attacks’ on
the United States.  Now,
one might assume that
an agency with a 40.2
billion dollar budget
would be allotted a
budget of that
magnitude because it
was busy stopping a
daily infiltration of terrorists armed with
nuclear arms, dirty bombs, and poison gas.
Fortunately, that is not quite the case.

I read a group of these daily morning
briefings from approximately a three month

period, and while
most of the notices
c o n t a i n e d
information about
‘ s u s p i c i o u s
activity,’ some of
the notices
seemed quite silly,
such as:

‘Suspicious Jacket Found’ or ‘Suspicious
Activity at Dallas Infomart.’  That is quite a
large and seemingly superfluous amount of
money to investigate jackets and  Infomarts.
But, it seems as though they are up to more
than that.

Under the Patriot Act, the federal
government has the ability to wiretap
civilians without traditional warrants, and
then, to top it all off, imprison suspected

terrorists indefinitely. All of these powers
seem so absurd that it would unreasonable
to believe that any freedom loving nation
would actually ever condone them. And we
naively believe that if, somehow, these laws
got passed, these powers would never
actually be used!

But these tools have been used, and
the truly sad thing is that they were used
even before they were authorized by the
Patriot Act. In December, Dana Priest of the
Washington Post wrote an article about a
private Gulfstream V jet owned by several
layers of corporate fronts for the CIA that
has been used around the world to kidnap
people secretly. The jet has the ability to
traverse long distances quickly and is one
of the few ‘private’ jets cleared to land at
any U.S. military installation around the
world.

Priest went on to eerily describe another
process that is widely used by the United
States: a rendition. Before the passage of
the Patriot Act it was more difficult to hold a

prisoner indefinitely without a real trial. A
rendition is where a suspect is kidnapped
by the US Government, and because they
know that there is not enough evidence to
try the suspect in any normal court, they
just pay off a foreign country to hold the
prisoner until he or she dies. You can imagine
what sort of conditions these people are
held in.

The DHS has used these tools to
pursue suspected terrorists in order to
flaunt them in front of cameras so everyone
knows that we face a formidable and fierce
enemy. One such example is the case of Mark
Robert, a nineteen year old from Texas who
wrote in a website that, ‘I hate the US
government, I wish I could have been flying
one of the planes (sic) on Sept. 11.’ Although
that is dreadful and I never believe that
violence or terrorism should be promoted, I
personally begin to worry when the
government monitors  random websites and
puts suspects behind bars for being
suspects, not for being convicted; even
more important and frightening is the
possibility that these suspects will be held
indefinitely without their guilt being
confirmed.

Over the past summer, John Ashcroft
had to defend many of these measures,
embodied by the Patriot Act; the reality,
however, is that many of the government’s
operating procedures and tools are so secret
and absurdly terrible that we will most likely
never hear of them. The public face,
however, is that ‘The Patriot Act is Al-
Qaeda’s worst nightmare,’ as Ashcroft has
said. The Justice Department released a
report defending the Act, but neglected to
mention whether the FBI has ever used its
authority to obtain library or bookstore
records.  The Justice Department and men
like Ashcroft will stand and defend the
legislation, but they will never share what
exactly it has been used for.

However critical one might be of the
Patriot Act, if one debates it they will always
hear a neocon rebut with, ‘We are in a time
of war!’  But just think about being
kidnapped in the middle of the night by men
with pistols wearing khakis and polo shirts
who rush you away into a small corporate
jet to a base in Eastern Europe, and then
ask yourself, how can we really bring
freedom to the rest of the world when these
stories are the stories they hear?

SpongeBob and Patrick’s Fantasy Hot Gay Bar, by Stephen Davis

BY J. PHILLIP NELSON

In ‘rendition,’  the CIA pays
off a foreign  country to hold
the prisoner until he dies

A Look at Recent Workings of the CIA

10 February 2005  11Turn Left

This Gulfstream V jet, registration N379P, is widely believed to be used by the CIA for “rendition.”
According to the Washington Post, the plane has permits to land at any US military airfield worldwide,

and has been seen around the world being boarded by ‘hooded and handcuffed’ suspects.  Image Source:
Washington Post.
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Nothing Secure About Privatizing
Social Security

Let’s get one thing straight –
     Social Security ain’t for the bold.
      My Dad sleeps well at night knowing

that the Social Security taxes he pays to
support retirees today will later be returned
in kind when he retires.  Most of my co-
workers nearing retirement are banking on
Social Security to supplement their
livelihood.  The guaranteed paycheck
backed by the collective strength of working
citizens will help offset the reduction in
income on the fateful day they stop working.

The key word here is guaranteed.  In
this world, we know precious few
guarantees.  Love, life, family, and 401k’s -
those could be gone in a blink of an Enron
scandal or worse yet, a tsunami.  But if
anything, the Social Security program has
been blessed with longevity, surviving the
test of time, Republican administrations, and
economic depressions.

Now Mr. George W. Bush wants to
privatize Social Security, turning the
program’s inherently selfless nature of
supporting our father’s and grandfather’s
generations into a federally endorsed,
glorified, dog-eat-dog 401k-investment
portfolio.  Where’s the guarantee in a Social
Security program that lacks the collective
teeth of all working Americans?  When the
Enron scandal struck and the Internet bubble
finally burst, the life savings of millions
disappeared in a flash.  Mr. Bush’s vision of
privatization leaves everyone stranded
alone to fend against the ravages of old age
and reduced capabilities.    This is Mr.
Bush’s “compassionate conservatism.”
When I pay Social Security, I am not looking
to invest and cash in big time.  To millions
of hard-working wage earners (myself
included), Social Security serves as a safety
net forged by the hands of millions of
taxpayers, in case the financial prospect of
retirement life
looms ominously.

Many of the
m i d d l e - c l a s s
senior citizens I
know personally
depend upon their
Social Security
checks pay for
basic needs.  The
father of my friend
retired several years ago after his business
failed.  Today, he lives with my friend and
relies heavily upon his Social Security
income.  Another friend’s father uses his
Social Security to stay alive.  Those checks
pay the pharmaceutical companies for the
prescription drugs he takes to treat his
numerous ailments, including diabetes, and
high blood pressure and cholesterol.  If
anything, Mr. Bush should focus his efforts
on fixing the costly and burdensome health
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care system– but that’s an issue for another
time.

Of course, the front-page of the tabloids
often depict playboys driving off in their
Benzes while haughtily waving their welfare
and SocialS curity checks.  The Bush
Administration revels in sharing those kinds
of stories to anyone willing to listen.  Mr.

Bush desperately
wants the public to
believe that more
people than not are
milking the system.
Truthfully,  the
occurrence is likely
closer to a rarity,
rather than the
norm.

Additionally,
Mr. Bush argues that the Social Security
Program is unfair to blacks, because the
black population has a shorter life
expectancy than their white counterpart.
However, his argument fails upon closer
inspection in reports conducted by the
General Accounting Office (GAO) and two
Social Security Administration (SSA)
actuaries.  The shorter life expectancy for
blacks is mainly due to the high mortaility
rate of young black males; blacks who have

lived to 65 have a life expectancy nearly
matching those of whites.  Futhermore, Bush
fails to mention how privatizing Social
Security would make a difference.

The Bush Administration believes
people should have the option of diverting
parts of their Social Security tax into
personal investment portfolios strictly
controlled by the government.  On the
surface, that may sound great, but if that
investment diverted from Social Security
taxes is regulated, how is that any better
than just sticking with the current Social
Security program?  Sure, I could make a few
extra bucks when I retire, but at what cost?
I lose the safety net from government
backing, and in the process, I will likely
draw smaller benefits, as the Bush
administration has hinted, which negate
any positive return on investments.
Besides, this administration has shown an
unswerving loyalty to Halliburton despite
numerous reports of massive fraud.  Do
you really trust Mr. Bush with your
retirement savings?

To top it all off, the paychecks
resulting from those investments will be
tightly regulated, so that means I wouldn’t
even be able to touch that money with a
ten-foot pole!  All of this, without a glance
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at Mr. Bush’s fuzzy math used to fudge lost
funds from diverted tax dollars intended for
the original Social Security program.  Will
there be enough left in the pot?  A whole
generation of baby boomers eagerly awaits
their turn to collect on Social Security.

As a young man still in my mid-twenties,
I appreciate Mr. Bush’s offer to invest some
of my tax dollars.  However, with all the
restrictions and devastating ramifications,
I’ll gladly pass on his risky proposition.
Social Security ain’t for the bold.  Though
I’ve got many years ahead of me to gamble
and make it big, I ain’t stupid.  I’ll keep Social
Security the way it is – a federal non-profit
program.

Vice President Dick Cheney and Speaker of the House Dennis Hastert (R-IL) welcome President Bush to the podium as he prepares
to deliver his fifth State of the Union address.   Although Bush articulated a bold and daring vision to change Social Security,

details of his plan were conspiculously absent from his speech.  (AP)

Auschwitz and several other concentration
camps across Europe. Six million Jews alone
died at the hands of Adolph Hitler, Heinrich
Himmler and the Nazi party’s racist ideology.

Despite the many outspoken leaders
who marked the anniversary, the special
assembly was only made possible after
several General Assembly votes failed to
push the international body to organize the
event. Out of 191 member nations, 148 agreed
to the special assembly during the final vote

under the leadership of
Canada, Israel and the United
States. Many seats were
empty at the commencement
of the morning session,
symbolic of the world’s
lingering anti-Semitism.
Among the missing
dignitaries were
representatives of several
significant Muslim countries.

Equally disheartening
were the leaders’ references to recent
genocides, including those in Rwanda, the

former Yugoslavia, and
Cambodia. Several speakers
mentioned the ongoing crisis
in the Darfur region of western
Sudan, where over 300,000
have died over the course of
two years in escalating
violence and ethnic cleansing
perpetrated by the Sudanese
government.

On 25 January 2005, the
United Nations, after a three-

month study of the Sudan conflict, found
no evidence of genocide, to the disgust of

many Darfur observers. The UN’s member
states are obligated to act if genocide has
been found, according to the 1948 UN
Convention on Genocide that was designed
to prevent another Holocaust.

‘Since the Holocaust, the world has, to
its shame, failed more than once to prevent
or halt genocide,’ said Annan during his
speech at the day-long session. ‘On
occasions such as this, rhetoric comes
easily ... action comes harder.’ (Sources:
CBC, UN [ASG])
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Kofi Annan

Continued from Commemoration,
page 3 ...

Social Security serves as a
safety net forged by the
hands of millions of
taxpayers.

In this world, we know
precious few guarantees.
Love, life, family, 401k’s-
those could be gone in a
blink of an Enron scandal
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Stopping genocide has a
special moral tinge, for both
the sakes of our perpetrators
and for our own nation.
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nightmarish vision of America many of us would like to
change, and certainly the United States has very good
reasons to do so.

These paired examples – the Indian Ocean tsunami
disaster and the genocide in Darfur – show duplicity in our
attitudes towards the protection of innocent human life,
but more importantly show how events around the world
increasingly define our own moral stature, our own ethical
legitimacy. George Bush may have rejected John Kerry’s
‘global test’ paradigm of a smarter foreign policy, but no
president can turn his or her head from the reflection of
America’s moral authority gone stale in its neglect of
humanity’s neediest. Both the tsunami and Khartoum’s
heinous project in Darfur are mirrors to our own ethical
integrity, and as things stand, the United States, indeed
the entire Western world, beholds a sad and torn face
returning its gaze.

he formal order came by on December 28th:  to
proceed at best speed to Sri Lanka. “Proceed at
best speed” aren’t words you often hear,’ [Rear

Admiral Christopher] Ames said.
‘An order like that isn’t given
without considerable forethought.’
A few days later, the group was
redirected to Banda Aceh, in
Sumatra, the city closest to the
earthquake’s epicenter.’

Within two days of the
tsunami, the United States
government ordered Rear Admiral
Ames to lead Expeditionary Strike
Group Five to the area most affected by the infamous
earthquake and waves of December 26th, 2004. Baum
describes a crew ‘itching to get to the beaches’ to do what
they can to help. Yet, ironically, these honorable intentions
and actions of America’s finest only make glaring the
inaction on the part of the US in light of the first genocide
of the twenty-first century. Taken simply as humanitarian
crises, certainly both Darfur and the tsunami have at least
equal claim to alarm, but the problem lies in the nature of
the Darfur emergency itself.

The problem, of course, is that what’s occurring in
Darfur is genocide. Both Congress and former Secretary of
State Colin Powell have recognized it as such. Despite the
UN’s recent niggling equivocation in failing to describe
the Sudanese government’s mass slaughter and starvation
of hundreds of thousands of Darfur in Powell’s formidable
words, in March the UN’s former humanitarian coordinator
for Sudan stated plainly that ‘the only difference between
Rwanda and Darfur is the numbers involved of dead, tortured
and raped.’ Even that may not be true today. Some estimates
put the number of dead past a third of a million over the
course of the 24-month conflict, nearly half of the number
of dead during the 1994 Rwandan massacre of Tutsis and
moderate Hutus. Moreover, the racial factor so deeply
ingrained in the situation — the distinction between ‘Arab’
and ‘African’ — is without question alive in the minds of
both perpetrator and victim, no matter how artificial the
schism. One can only guess at the politics behind the UN’s
January shrinking from the term ‘genocide’, but the facts
remain crystal clear.

Clear are the fact that the
French, Russians and Chinese are
prepared to halt any UN motion
that would even intimate action
against the Sudanese government
and threaten the flow of oil; that
American ‘unilateralism’ in Iraq has
provided neat excuses for the
European Union to describe Darfur
in terms of civil war rather than
mass slaughter, and thus to obviate
any responsibility to lead military action, or at least, to levy
sanctions. It’s clear that the United States’ righteous crusade
on the Fertile Crescent against plodding multilateralism
through bureaucratic international bodies is now concurrent
to the Bush Administration’s pussyfooting even economic
action against Khartoum, insisting on working through
organizations such as the United Nations to take action if
the Security Council deems it necessary. It’s clear also that
both the US and the EU are not eager to upset the fine
balance weighed between Khartoum and Southern rebels
in Sudan, with the peace treaty between whom signed only
weeks ago, ending Africa’s longest civil war.

Indeed such myopia disregards Khartoum’s history of
genocidal warfare in several regions throughout Sudan.  It
forgets the government’s harboring of Islamic

fundamentalist terrorists, and its fundamental obstruction
to a peaceful and democratic future in Africa’s largest state.
Indeed, if soccer moms decided three months ago that
America’s best course was a proactive foreign policy of
quashing terrorist movements and spreading liberty,
perhaps America’s true potential as the light of freedom in
the world rests in the suburbs of her great cities.

Soccer moms should certainly worry about defending
the homeland, but they should also worry about the blend
of heroic determination and cowardly apathy, shining
virtues and the basest realpolitik, that make up America’s
current political moral fabric — the very morality which
their children shall inherit and mould into an uncertain
future. Will that future once again produce an American
foreign policy that valiantly acts to save lives after natural
disasters within days, but waits years to make the slightest
effort to stop the latest example of humanity’s greatest
crime?

he United States had a rare opportunity to make
a grand gesture of friendship to the Islamic world
at a time when many Muslims were viewing the

war in Iraq, and the broader war on terror, as a cover for a
war on Islam. Marines tend to be idealistic. They believe
that the United States is righteous, and [the marines] were

genuinely eager to get out there and
prove it.’

At the heart of the Iraqi and
Indonesian situations, there is the
glowing potential to show
American power in its best light.
No less in Sudan, where a racist
Arab government with a history of
genocide wages war to eliminate a
set of Muslim ethnic minorities,
provides a home-away-from-home

to the world’s worst terrorists, and sets the greatest obstacle
to peace and democracy. The hypocrisy is clear to any
opponent of the Iraq war. In Iraq, the Bush administration
cited a list of past massacres and genocides perpetrated by
the Hussein regime as post-hoc justification for invasion;
but in Darfur we have an ongoing and acute crisis which,
according to some estimates, may result in the deaths of
perhaps a million people if nothing is done.

Darfur is also an opportunity to show the Muslim
world that our campaign is not against Islam but despotic
and murderous governments, not for energy reserves but
for democracy and peace. With unilateral military action
in Darfur, America would potentially save millions of devout
Muslims, and at the same time take a legitimate stand
against backwards Islamic republics who condone racist
Arabism, oppress their own religious and ethnic minorities,
threaten our allies, condone anti-Semitism, and oppose
democracy. The US can reestablish its stature as the
preeminent liberal and just force in the world, providing
her with clout and soft-power resources to lead the world
in defending humanity from the 21st century’s second
genocide.

Instead, history will see our half-hearted attempts to
address the Darfur situation and our rejection of the
International Criminal court, coupled with our duplicity
and arrogance shown in the rush to war in Iraq, as a failure
of leadership, providing our best-equipped but most
spineless allies with the excuse to dismiss the Darfur
conflict as an internal matter best left to the perpetrators
in Khartoum. The failure of the New American Century

will be forever entwined with our
regular ignorance of our history,
our present apathy and myopia,
and our future persistent
hypocrisy.

he civilians, grimacing
against our noise and
rotor wash, were

destitute —frighteningly thin,
traumatized, their clothes ragged

and filthy. We made a bucket brigade to hand out the rice,
then each of us Americans shook hands with each of the
Indonesians, soldier and civilian alike. They touched their
hearts and pressed their hands together…’

At stake in Darfur are more than hundreds of
thousands of lives. Our own moral voice is emptier than a
vast desert, which, like the creeping Sahara, may grow
with time, but only consume more life and shrink the
potential for peace and prosperity. Preventing genocide
and recouping from disaster are both extremely important;
but stopping genocide has a special moral tinge, for both
the sakes of the perpetrators and for our own nation. Do
we want to live in a world with more murderers, a global
society with more people who stood idly by when murder
happened in front of their eyes, with spatial distance

serving as our self-rationalization? Do we wish to be among
those apathetic and selfish masses?

At the bottom of this story is the soul of our ethics,
the value we place on human life and the ancient network
of humanity that keeps us together as a people. If we fail on
our pledge to never again allow our species to show its
most gruesome face, then history will record our failure as
the ultimate judgment of our civilization. It’s time we looked
at Darfur and asked ourselves if we are satisfied with what
we see.

Sources:

-Dan Baum’s ‘Mission to Sumatra’: http://
www.newyorker.com/printable/?fact/050207fa_fact1
-http://www.bostonreview.net/BR29.5/dewaal.html
-http://www.cbc.ca/story/world/national/2005/02/04/
sudan-pronk050204.html
-h t t p : / / w w w. n e w y o r k e r. c o m / p r i n t a b l e / ? f a c t /
040830_fact1
-http://www.refintl.org/content/article/detail/4655/
-http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn-A49802-
2004Dec8?language=printer

‘The United States has a
rare opportunity to make a
grand gesture of friendship
to the Islamic world.’
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        On Abu Ghraib, Human Rights Watch notes that it
was by no means the most serious human rights abuse
of the past year, nor is the United States the world’s
most serious human rights abuser.  The significance of
its use and justification of torture, however, comes from
the international prominence of the United States.  Its
status as the sole standing international superpower
means that its use of torture greatly weakens statutes
prohibiting its use.  Several nations, the report notes,
have already justified their own use of torture and
unlawful detainment by pointing to American flouting
of international law, or have ignored American criticism
on similar grounds.  The report insisted that the simple
rhetoric of freedom is insufficient as assurance that
one will follow human rights standards and that
America launch an independent investigation into the
use of torture.
        More recently, the UN Millennium Project, headed
by Dr. Jeffrey Sachs of
the Earth
Institute at Columbia
University, released
its report on the
M i l l e n n i u m
Development Goals
(MDGs), a series of
eight broad goals for
improving global
quality of life by 2015;
the goals include
reducing poverty,
combating disease,
e n s u r i n g
e n v i r o n m e n t a l
sustainability, and
improving education.
The report surveyed
the many setbacks to achieving the MDGs by 2015, as
well as ten recommendations for how to get back on
the road to achieving them by the set deadline.  The
report noted that much of the developing world is not
on track for meeting the MDG deadline, with sub-
Saharan Africa being the furthest behind.  It urged
developing nations to take dramatic measures to meet
the goals while pushing developed nations to take a
more active role in financial assistance and scientific
support for environmental goals. (Sources: Human
Rights Watch, UN Millenium Project [TL:  BJS])

Continued from Major Reports, page 3 ...



Silence of the Liberals
BY CHRIS TOZZI

The Need for Criticism of Israeli Policy

TL

While the work done by
    liberals to defend the United
  States from the poor ideas of

conservative America is commendable,
it is unfortunate that the
accomplishments of the left in this
country often overshadow progressive
movements around the world.  Indeed,
it is not just in America where liberals
enjoy a grand tradition of defending
justice and peace. Internationally,
progressives from our country work
with those from all nations to agitate for
equality and
integrity when
others are afraid to
do so.  It was
liberals who died
trying to save the
Spanish Republic
seventy years ago
when the great
powers refused to
confront Fascism,
just as it was
liberals who
campaigned for the
end of Apartheid in
South Africa.
Leftists are the ones
bringing the
world’s attention to social injustice
against women in developing countries
and to the deplorable sweatshops of the
Third World.  Without the liberal
movement, the peoples of Darfur or Tibet
would hold little hope of assistance from
the West.  Indeed, without the liberal
movement a great many societies and
groups of people like the Tibetans, or
black in Apartheid South Africa,  would
suffer in a state of miserable deprivation
with no hope of outside help.

In light of all this, there is a troubling
tarnish on the great liberal tradition in the
United States.  Why, while American
leftists are willing to risk so much to

ensure justice for so many suffering
groups around the world, is the
progressive movement afraid to campaign
for liberty for the Palestinian people and
expose the crimes of the state of Israel
that have for too long made peace and
justice in the Middle East impossible?  It’s
time for American liberals to end their fear
of touching the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
and begin fighting for one of the greatest
civil and human rights causes of our
generation.  Liberals in other countries
have long battled Israeli injustice, but even
some of the most progressive Americans
remain deathly afraid of speaking out for
the Palestinian people.  Until the American

left embraces the
cause of Palestinian
liberty and ends its
passive support for
Israel’s brutal
policies, it can
never be absolutely
true to the
progressive ideals it
has e upheld in the
past to change the
world for the better.
Those American
liberals who stay
quiet about the
issue of Palestine
are an
embarrassment to

progressives all over the United States.
Indeed, Israel needs to be criticized

for its treatment of Palestinians.  Under
its thirty-eight year occupation of the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip, hundreds
of thousands of Palestinians have been
forced to remain stateless, dreaming of
civil rights but unable to achieve their
goals.  And even worse, the dignity of
Palestinians as human beings has been
attacked and corroded through Israeli
Apartheid-like policies and human rights
violations, practices that have as their end
goal the destruction of the basis of
Palestinian society in an effort to remove
obstacles to Israeli expansion.  Liberals

who cry for human
rights in China and
Latin America, along
with liberals who
agitate for Tibetan
nationalism among
other causes, should
be ashamed of
themselves if they
cannot also
acknowledge that
Palestine is suffering
under the yoke of
Israeli occupation and
oppression, and that
the Palestinian people,
whose only mistake
was living in a land
eyed by Zionists with
powerful British
friends a century ago,
deserve better.

Israel itself is not
the issue; the problem
is Israel’s actions, and
there should be no
question in any
progressive mind over
the injustice imposed
on Palestinians by
Israeli policy.  Liberals
do not have to be anti-

Israeli, but, if they are true to their ideals,
then they must be pro-Palestinian.

Around the world, there are a great
number of progressive organizations
committed to exposing Israeli injustice
and defending the dignity of Palestinians.
Anyone who takes a look at the liberal

newspapers of France or Germany, for
instance, will immediately notice the
fervent dedication of groups in those
nations to Palestinian liberty.  Progressive
Jewish organizations within Israel and
around the world prominently campaign
for an end to the occupation of the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.  The op-ed pages
of the New York Times, however, suffer
not only from the absence of support for
Palestine, but, much worse, from
staunch defenses of Israel, despite that
paper’s commitment to other liberal
causes.  Even John Kerry refused before
the election to recognize the suffering of
Palestinians and rejected the idea of
Palestinian refugees’ right of return, an
absolute disgrace considering his great
progressive background.

Beyond the problem of securing
liberty for Palestine, the left would do
well to expose the ways in which
American foreign policy is allowed to run
astray because of a blind devotion to
Israel.  The Jewish state is the world’s
leading U.N. resolution violator, and its
refusal to comply with international law
has been manifested in the absolutely
illegal settlement of Jews in the occupied
territories and the plan to build an
Apartheid wall annexing much of the land
beyond the 1967 Green Line to Israel
proper.  In light of this, maybe the
mistruths of the Bush administration
would have been further highlighted if
liberals had brought themselves to ask
why Israel is able to ignore the United
Nations, while Iraq qualified for invasion
and ‘liberation’ for defying the same
organization.  With its protector, the United
States, at its back, Israels seems immune

Israel itself is not the issue;
the problem is Israel’s ac-
tions, and there should be
no question in any progres-
sive mind over the injustice
imposed on Palestinians
by Israeli policy.It’s time for American lib-

erals to end their fear of
touching the Israeli-Pales-
tinian conflict and begin
fighting for one of the
greatest civil and human
rights causes of our gen-
eration.

Israel receives between
three and five billion dol-
lars a year from the United
States, more than the en-
tire continent of Africa.
Liberals must demand to
know why war stricken,
AIDS-ravaged African
nations must make ends
meet with far less money
than Israel.

to international sanctions.  After all,
maybe George W. Bush should consider
that Israel, unlike Iraq, actually does have
illegal nuclear weapons—despite its now
half-hearted claims to the contrary—and
that its possession of those weapons is
just as much a threat to peace in the
Middle East and just as much a breach of
nuclear arms agreements as the most
dangerous Iraqi weapons dreamed up by
the administration would have been.

Moreover, let’s start exposing
another evil of Bush’s war in Iraq which
the left has so far been afraid to mention—
the fact that this war, a war funded by
American money and paid for with
American lives, is in part being waged to
ensure the security of the Jewish state
so that Israel can focus on dealing with
its Palestinian nuisance while the United
States takes care of Israel’s foreign
problems.  And maybe, as Bush talks
more and more about Iran, liberals should
start pointing out that America has no
interest in destabilizing another Islamic
country just so that Israel can remain the
only nuclear power in the Middle East.
Statements by Condi Rice and others that
Iran’s developing nuclear power is a
threat to Israel serve as blatant
foreshadowing of a potential future war
against Iran fought largely for the
protection of Israel, a conflict liberals
should be eager to prevent.

But, United States’ aid to Israel does
not stop at military intervention; it is
monetary as well.  Israel receives between

three and five billion dollars a year from
the United States, more than the entire
continent of Africa.  Liberals must
demand to know why war stricken,
AIDS-ravaged African nations must make
ends meet with far less money than Israel,
one of the richest countries in the world,
a nation that puts its American funds
towards the Apartheid wall and other
projects aimed at continuing the
oppression of Palestinians.

If American liberals want to remain
true to the ideals upon which their tradition
rests—ideals of liberty and freedom in
the United States and around the world—
then it is necessary for those who are
unwilling to speak out against Israeli
treatment of Palestinians to either stand
by progressives around the world on this
issue or stop masquerading as defenders
of leftist principles.  Until all progressive
Americans are willing to stand in solidarity
with Palestinians, as well as their
supporters around the world, they are
truly betrayers of liberalism.

Chris Tozzi is President of Students Acting
for Justice and Equality in Palestine.

The Apartheid Wall at Abu Dis.

Until all progressive
Americans are willing to
stand in solidarity with
Palestinians and their sup-
porters around the world,
they are truly betrayers of
liberalism.
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Challenges Ahead
A Response to Chris Tozzi’s ‘Silence of the Liberals: The Need for Criticism of Israeli Policy’

Mr. Tozzi is correct when he says that liberals, ‘…if
  they are true to their ideals…must be pro-
  Palestinian.’  It is the obligation of liberals to

stand up for the oppressed and disadvantaged around the
world, and the Palestinians
certainly qualify.  But his portrayal
of Israeli practices is one-sided, a
problem exacerbated by his
depiction of the suffering of the
Palestinian people as completely
the fault of the Israelis.

Mr. Tozzi’s argument hinges
on the false assumption that the
occupation of the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip was a strategic decision made by Israel in
order to ensure the expansion of the Jewish state.  Firstly, it
should be noted that Israel has never initiated an aggressive
war.  The territory it has added to its borders since its initial
formation has always been in response to an aggressive
action by an Arab state.  And secondly, it must be pointed
out that Israel has been willing to cede conquered territory
in return for peace, as it did with the Sinai in order to make
peace with Egypt.

Thus, the claim that Israeli practices towards
Palestinians ‘have as their end goal the destruction of the
Palestinians as a society capable of standing in the way of
Israeli expansion’ would seem to be false, a notion that is
backed up by the plan for unilateral disengagement from
the Gaza Strip and 90% of the West Bank.  If Israel wanted
to ensure expansion, why would it give that territory up?
Further, if Israel wanted to destroy Palestinian society, why
would Ariel Sharon, the Prime Minister of Israel, be working
towards an eventual two-state solution with his current
disengagement plan, a plan that would allow Palestinians
to govern themselves.

conducted by researchers at Texas A&M University found
that abstinence-only programs in President Bush’s home
state had no effect on the behavior of teenage sex.  Teens in
the study increased their sexual activity, mirroring the
current trend in Texas.  Yet President Bush continues to
focus only on increased spending in abstinence-only
programs.  It is our country’s responsibility to provide
teenagers with comprehensive information and the resources
to prevent unwanted pregnancies and sexually transmitted
diseases. Through better sex education, we can greatly
reduce the need for abortions. Sweden, for example, has a
rate of teenage sexual activity comparative to the United
States, but their abortion rates are significantly lower
because of better education and greater availability of
contraception.

In addition, lower class women often feel that abortion
is the only option because they cannot afford to support a
child. If we provided the poor with more comprehensive
health care benefits, child care options, and welfare benefits,
perhaps these women would not see abortion as the only
alternative.  Two-thirds of women who have abortions cite
‘inability to afford a child’ as their primary reason.  A strong

economy that doesn’t exacerbate the gap between rich and
poor would foster much more propitious socioeconomic
circumstances for lower-income women.  It must be noted
that under President Clinton, the
abortion rate fell 17.4% to a 24-year
low, while the trend has reversed
during President Bush’s tenure.

Adoption is always used as
the perfect solution to negate the
need for abortions, yet many poor
women cannot afford the health
care needed to safely deliver their
babies. In addition, too many
children are left in adoption centers
with no care, love, or security.
Adoption is not a viable option
unless our system improves and
adoption centers are held to higher standards. In addition,
the process for obtaining a child in an adoption center is
very difficult in this country, which makes people who want
a child turn to other adoption markets, such as those in
Asia. Despite the demand for children, American adoption
homes are still flooded with orphans. If these problems
remain uncorrected, our country cannot support the weight
of 1/4 more children being dependent on the state in one
way or another every year.

President Bush often talks about creating a culture of
life. Well it’s about time for pro-choice advocates and
politicians to start demanding that he fulfill his end of the

bargain first. Women and children
wasting away in poverty without
health care and struggling to make
day to day ends meet does not
sound like a culture of life to me.
Until we can put into place socially
conscious policies to aid and
protect those less fortunate, we
cannot place the burden of being
forced to bare more children on
them. Abortion existed long before
Roe v. Wade and it will continue to
exist even if abortions become
illegal. As long as there are

desperate women with no way out, abortions will perpetuate,
and without the safe and legal availability of abortions as a
last resort, not only will the fetuses die, but so will the
women. Unless we can shape a society where abortion is
unnecessary, a society that fully supports and is committed
to maintaining life, abortion will never become a relic of the
past.

TL

The Israelis have always shown themselves to be in
favor of peace.  After numerous aggressive wars being
initiated against them, their willingness to pursue peace
was demonstrated in their relations with Egypt, show again
at Oslo, and then again at Camp David.  Unfortunately, the

Palestinian people suffered as their
leader, Yasser Arafat, started the
Second Intifada to put pressure on
Israel.  And it worked; one will
notice the incredible shift of
European liberal opinion from pro-
Israel to anti-Israel following the
initiation of the Intifada, a shift
caused by the sometimes

disproportionate Israeli
responses to terror.  And just this
past Tuesday, Israeli willingness for
peace was again illustrated when
Sharon and Abbas agreed to a
cease-fire.

But of course Israel makes
mistakes.  The ‘Apartheid Wall’
referred to by Mr. Tozzi is not
intended as a way of oppressing
Palestinians, but as a means of
protecting Israeli citizens.  But Mr.
Tozzi is correct when he criticizes
the wall in some respects, and that should be recognized.
Often, the wall is drawn in such a way as to cut Palestinians
off from their land in what often has the appearance of an
Israeli land grab.  And just as the wall is in some respects
flawed, so is the approach that Israel takes towards the
Palestinians within the territory it controls.

The destruction of houses, the collateral damage and
civilian dead, the curfews that Palestinians are sometimes
forced to endure along with burdensome travel

restrictions— these activities do indeed wear on the dignity
of the Palestinian people as a whole.  And as American
liberals we should be willing to point this out, and
unfortunately sometimes we are lacking in this respect.

But as liberals we must also recognize the democratic
principles which Israel ingrained in the Israeli state.  We
must recognize the independent judiciary, their rules limiting
torture which are much more restrictive than American
regulations, and their desire to end the occupation of the
Gaza Strip and 90% of the West Bank.  We must recognize
that the current situation of the Palestinian refugees was a
problem largely sustained by numerous Arab governments
to create a means of putting political pressure on Israel,
and that under the leadership of Yasser Arafat the

Palestinian people suffered so that
Arafat could maintain political
power through the propagation of
terror.

We must remember that Israel
wanted peace, just as many of the
Palestinian people do (although
this is not always reflected in the
leadership, Abbas aside),
throughout all of this.  Yes, Israel
must be criticized, and as liberals
we must do so; we cannot fear
recognizing that Israeli policy is

far from perfect.  But it would be naïve and ignorant to fail
to recognize that many of Israel’s repressive policies were
instituted in defense of her citizens, who fear riding buses
and eating ice cream.  It would be skewed to ignore Israel’s
current push for policies towards ending these practices
through disengagement, which would allow for the creation
of a Palestinian state and self-governance for the Palestinian
people.

Bush repeatedly referred to tyranny and how it is
America’s obligation to fight it, wherever it is, by bringing
the ‘fire of freedom.’  Conspicuously absent from his
address were specific names.  Be it for a lack of
appropriateness or otherwise, Bush never once spoke of
Iraq, Osama bin Laden, or even used the word ‘terrorism’
during the inauguration, though his allusions were obvious.
He seems to have also been very careful to speak about
general ideals instead of discussing specific controversial
issues.

It became clear that the underlying ideal to Bush’s
speech was liberty.  He asserted that the only feasible way
for good to defeat evil was for freedom to be spread all
across the world.  In an ironic twist, several times during
the speech, the camera cut away from Bush to show anti-
Bush protestors being hassled by security, one hailing a
peace sign as he was escorted away.

On another discussion of ideals, Bush spoke about
privatizing Social Security and cutting taxes without ever
specifically mentioning them directly by name.  Instead, he
spoke of how ‘economic independence’ was a natural
corollary of liberty, calling it the ‘unfinished work of
American freedom.’

BY LOUIS WASSER
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It would be naïve to fail to
recognize that many of
Israel’s repressive policies
were in defense of her
citizens

We cannot fear
recognizing that Israeli

policy is far from perfect.
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Under Clinton,  the
abortion rate fell 17.4% to
a 24-year low, while the
trend has reversed during
President Bush’s tenure

Bush did attempt to appeal to several faiths, however,
saying that tolerance is a virtue taught both in the Judeo-
Christian texts and Muslim texts.  He further discussed
how ‘habits of racism’ must be eradicated  as they are a
hindrance to liberty.  Yet his discussion of bigotry did not
allude to the current civil rights movement to allow gays to
legally wed in the States, almost certainly for fear of seeming
divisive. It is noteworthy that President Bush chose to
spend his inaugural address discussing ideals that are far
less controversial than he usually touches upon.  It remains
to be seen how successfully President Bush will be able to
integrate these generally agreed upon principles with some
of his specific hotbed proposals.    ([TL:  EJM])

Bush Pledges to End Tyrannical Regimes
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willingness to act now.’ His recent State of
the Union Address contained more of the
same: without his plan, the system will be
‘exhausted and bankrupt’ and in the future
we face ‘Social Security collapsing.’  Why
is he saying and doing this? And how is
Bush wrong?

The most important reason for this push
to privatize is that the people who are doing
it never really
believed in Social
Security.  Peter
Wehner, the White
House’s point man
on Social Security,
wrote in a recent
memo: ‘For the first
time in six decades,
the Social Security
battle is one we can
win — and in doing
so, we can help
transform the political and philosophical
landscape of the country.’  Six decades?
Clearly Social Security was not in crisis in
the 1940’s.  The debate he refers is not on
the question of Social Security privatization,
but on whether the landmark New Deal
program should even exist.

Some conservatives have never
supported Social Security and have tried to
eliminate it in the past.  They have been
defeated before, and must be defeated again
for the security and well-being of American
retirees, as well as for the stability of the
American economy.

ocial Security is a government
insurance program.  It insures
workers and their families against

loss of earnings due to retirement, disability,
or death.  If a worker becomes disabled, he
or she will receive benefits, as will any
dependent family members if a worker dies.
But most of the money spent by the system
goes to retirees.  When workers reach
retirement age, they receive a pension from

Social Security that lasts for the rest of their
lives.

The size of these pensions is based on
the earnings and the taxes that the workers
paid before retirement, so that workers who
pay more will get more.  But the benefit
formula Social Security uses is progressive,
so poorer workers get a little bit more money
for what they contribute than wealthy
workers.  The entire Social Security program
is paid for by a tax on labor earnings called
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act
(FICA), with employees and employers each

paying 6.2% of
wages up to
$90,000 per year.
The size of
someone’s first
Social Security
check is
a u t o m a t i c a l l y
adjusted for
wages, so that
average benefits
equal about 40% of
wages at the time of

retirement.  The benefit that person will
receive is then adjusted for inflation every
year.  The average monthly retirement benefit
in 2002 was $914.30.

The Social Security tax takes in far more
money than the program pays out, with a
surplus of $153 billion in 2003.  This money
is invested in government bonds that
become part of the Social Security Trust
fund.  In the future, when Social Security
taxes take in less than they pay out, the
bonds in the Social Security trust fund can
be sold to raise the money necessary to pay
full benefits. This leads to the first of George
Bush’s false claims: that the system is going
bankrupt in 2018.  The Social Security
program will in fact pay out more than it
receives in taxes around the year 2018.  But
the truth is that by using the interest from
and selling the bonds in the Social Security
trust fund, the system will easily be able to
make up for the projected shortfall.

So when does the trust fund run out?
That depends on how fast the US economy
grows. The US economic growth rate since

World War II has been about 3.4% each
year.  Government economists expect the
rate to fall because there will be fewer
workers in the future and because
economists guess that there may be less
new technology in the future to keep
productivity growth as high as it has been.
The Social Security trustees predict that the
economy will grow at about 1.8% per year,
and the Congressional Budget Office
(which is directed by a former Bush senior
economist) predicts the economy will grow
2.0%.  To arrive at these numbers, they
assume that productivity grows about 1%
less per year than it has been growing for
the last fifty years, and immigration will fall
to 900,000 per year — less than half its
present level.

If the economy grows at a 1.8% rate, the
Social Security trust fund will have enough
money to pay full benefits until 2042.  After
then, it will be able to pay about 72% of
scheduled benefits without any additional
money being put in.  If it grows at a 2.0%
rate, it will have enough money until 2052,
after which it will still be able to pay 81% of
scheduled benefits.  Because benefits are
adjusted for wage growth, which is itself
faster than inflation, that 72% or 81% of
benefits will still be higher than current
retirees get even after adjusting for inflation.
Despite these gloomy expectations, many
economists believe that the economy will
grow significantly faster than 2.0% per year.
The idea that immigration will fall
dramatically seems nonsensical. The
suggestion that productivity growth will
drop is a total guess and would be a radical
change from what the US has been used to
this past century.  But even if those
assumptions are true and the economy
grows at a 2.0% rate, a system that can pay
81% of benefits after 2052 does not face the
imminent crisis that President Bush likes to
portray.

rivatization advocates like to
suggest that the alleged crisis can
be avoided entirely.  If some of the

money workers pay in Social Security taxes
could be diverted to private accounts, the

interest on those accounts could be used
to allow large benefit cuts.  On January 13th,
Vice President Cheney said, ‘Young workers
who select personal accounts can expect to
receive a far higher rate of return on their
money than the current system could ever
afford to pay them.’  This would mean that
guaranteed Social Security benefits could
be cut by an amount larger than the amount
of money diverted to private accounts, and
the higher interest on those accounts would
be expected to make up the shortfall.

The specific plan the Bush
administration is expected to endorse would
change the adjustment formula for benefits
from wage-based to inflation-based.  Wages
rise faster than inflation, so the average
benefit cut from this change would
continually get larger, eliminating 46% of
benefits by 2075.  In addition to those cuts,
Bush’s plan uses an additional complicated
method to further reduce benefits based on
how much interest a private account should
earn.  People will rely on their private
accounts to provide a very large part of their
retirement income. If all goes as planned,
Social Security would slowly be phased out
of existence.

So was Cheney right when he said
private accounts provide a higher rate of
return?  Privatization advocates compare the
modest returns on Social Security with the
stock market rate of return of 7%.  The truth
is that economists estimate that private
accounts will return something much lower,
about 2.7%, when rates of return are
honestly calculated and management fees
are factored in.  This number is similar to
Social Security’s rate of return, but with
much higher risk.

If the economy does as badly as
privatization advocates suggest, then
private accounts will return even less than
that because the stock market will do worse.
The Social Security Bulletin, the research
journal of the Social Security Administration,
concurs: ‘Calculations of the median voter’s
return from “investing” in Social Security
suggest that for a majority of voters the
U.S. Social Security system provides higher
ex-post, or actual, returns than alternative
assets.’  In other words, if passed, Bush’s
plan would dramatically increase poverty

among the elderly.  Only part of the
benefit cuts would be compensated by
personal stock market accounts, and
that portion would be highly risky.  A
few rough years in the stock market or
poor investment decisions could leave
many destitute.
Privatization also increases risk to
retirees in other ways.  Social Security
adjusts benefits for inflation and keeps
paying benefits for as long as retirees
live, while private accounts would do
neither.  There are ways to insure
against these problems, but
purchasing this insurance would
further reduce the size of the private
accounts and might even prevent
people from passing their accounts
down to their children — the exact
opposite effect Bush claims
privatization will have.
Predictably, the costs of privatization
would hit poorer Americans, the most
vulnerable to risk and the most in need
of a minimum secure income, the
hardest.  About a third of retirees rely
almost entirely on Social Security, and
another third rely on the program for
more than half their income.  Poorer

Continued from Reform or
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Avoiding the Real Challenges Behind Social Security

Only part of the benefits
would be compensated by
personal stock market
accounts, and that portion
would be highly risky

A look at President Bush’s notes as he presents his State of the Union address.
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In the Wake of the Wave
Indonesia’s Response to the Tsunami

T he tsunami that struck South Asia
       on December 26th claimed tens of
       thousands of lives.  Its worst effects

were felt near its epicenter, in the province
of Aceh, Indonesia.  Entire villages were
wiped out in its fury; roads and other
infrastructure were left totally destroyed.
Within Banda Aceh, the provincial
capital, some 14% of the population is
confirmed dead.

The province of Aceh has long been
a troubled region.  It was annexed by
Indonesia in the 1960s, shortly after
gaining its independence from the Dutch.
Although both Indonesia and Aceh had
been Dutch colonies, they were
administered separately.  Bitterness over
the annexation and cultural differences
between Aceh and most of Indonesia
fueled a conflict that worsened in 2002,
resulting in Indonesia’s declaration of martial
law throughout the province.

The primary difference between Aceh
and the rest of Indonesia is its Muslim
population.  Although Indonesia as a whole
is the world\’s most populous Muslim
nation, Aceh has a significantly higher

proportion of Muslims in its population than
the rest of Indonesia.  This has driven a

wedge between the Acehenese and the
Indonesian central government.  The result
of this tension has been a decades-long
guerilla war between the military and the rebel
group GAM, the Free Aceh Movement,

whose aim is independence for the
region.  Troubles have only become
worse since the discovery of oil in the
province, leading to disputes over the
equitable distribution of profits earned
from the sale of oil from Aceh.

Since a flaring of tensions in 2002, Aceh
has been under the control of the
Indonesian military.  However, the
inauguration of Indonesia’s first elected
president, the reform-minded Susilo
Bambang Yudhoyono, suggested a future
lessening of the military’s power in civil
affairs throughout Indonesia.  Similarly,
in the wake of the tsunami’s destruction,

a cease-fire arose between GAM and the
Indonesian military and there were hopes

for a larger peace settlement to
put an end to the fighting.

Unfortunately,  the
prospects for peace appear to be
unraveling.  The Indonesian
military has been reasserting its
control over Aceh, requesting
that foreign personnel restrict
themselves to Banda Aceh or else
travel with a military escort.  This
restricts the ability of NGOs to
assist the local population and
endangers aid personnel by
undermining the umbrella of
neutrality that they operate under.
Unless aid organizations are able
to operate freely, the difficult
period of rebuilding Aceh will
only be prolonged, and with it the
suffering the locals have endured
since the earthquake struck will
be as well.

These moves also build
distrust of Indonesia’s central
government among the
Acehenese.  The citizens will see
the military’s presence as another

attempt at oppression, a situation that is
aggravated by the difficult period Aceh is
currently undergoing.  Seeds of distrust will
also be sown as the soldiers will likely be
seen not as security for aid personnel
(unnecessary security given the cease-fire),
but as reconnaissance teams attempting to
locate GAM strongholds in order to later
destroy them.

This military interference in aid efforts
undermines a situation that is conducive to
a break in the the fighting.  The cease-fire is
certainly in GAM’s interest – after the
tsunami, they are almost certainly in such
disarray that they cannot fight.  If the
Indonesian government were to take a more
constructive role in redeveloping Aceh,
beginning with allowing the free movement

of aid personnel within the region, it would
go a long way towards restoring relations
with the local population and preventing
future conflict.  As long as the cease-fire
holds there is hope, but unless President
Yudhoyono lives up to his reputation as a
reformer and limits the military’s role in Aceh,
a great opportunity to end a long and bloody
conflict will be lost.

A ricefield in the disputed and tsunami-devastated region of Aceh.

Unless aid organizations
are able to operate freely,
the difficult period of
rebuilding Aceh will only
be prolonged, and with it
the suffering the locals
have endured since the
earthquake struck will be
as well.

The Indonesian military has
been reasserting its control
over Aceh, requesting that for-
eign personnel restrict them-
selves to Banda Aceh or else
travel with a military escort.
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people have the least investment experience
and are the most likely to lose money in the
stock market.  And the progressive nature
of public Social Security would not manifest
in private accounts, so low-income retirees
would be worse off.

The government might step in to aid
retirees who are poor or who make bad or
unlucky investment decisions, but again
that would cost the government large
amounts of money, making any supposed
gains to government finances from
privatization that much more distant. Worse,
the possibility of government aid for
retirees, who will likely be heavily pandered
to by future governments, would create a
serious version of what economists call
“moral hazard”. Everyone will have an
incentive to engage in highly speculative
and risky investments because if the
investments don’t pan out, the government

will provide a guaranteed bailout.  This could
potentially cost the government a
tremendous amount of money, destabilizing
the entire economy.

A serious problem with privatization
is the cost of transition.  Under a
privatized system, full benefits will

continue to be paid for the next few years
even though the system will collect much
less in taxes than it does now.  This will
make Social Security’s finances weaker, not
stronger.  The government will be forced to
make up this shortfall by borrowing it.  The
Social Security Administration says that
privatizing the system might cost $2.2 trillion
over the next ten years and $6.6 trillion over
the next twenty years.  It would eventually
add up to an extra $15 trillion in government
debt.  Such massive deficits would
destabilize global financial markets and
could do horrible damage to the US
economy.

Argentina tried a plan similar Bush’s in
the 1990s, leading to massive government
deficits and a depression where

unemployment soared to over 20%.
Privatizing our Social Security program
would lead to a government deficit far larger
as a share of our economy than anything
Argentina experienced.  Do we really want
to risk a policy that could cause a new Great
Depression?  And even if nothing so
disastrous happens, these massive deficits
will surely slow economic growth, leading
to a lower stock market and reduced returns
on privatized accounts, on top of poorer
living standards for all Americans.

If privatization is so bad, why would
anyone want to do it?  One reason is pure
greed.  Social Security is highly efficient,
spending less than 1% of the money it takes
in on administration.  Wall Street firms
managing large numbers of relatively small
accounts would take a far higher proportion.
A Reuters report estimates Wall Street
profits from privatization over the next 75
years will reach $1 trillion. Wall Street wants
this money to move from your pocket —
and the pockets of millions of retirees who
can barely afford to live their lives with
dignity — straight into theirs.

n this article I have attempted to explain
what Bush’s privatization plan for
Social Security is and why you should

oppose it.  I have addressed many of the
relevant arguments, but not all of them.  I
encourage anyone who cares to learn more
about this subject to do some research to
cut through the jungle of rhetoric about this
issue — thankfully, the whole truth can be
found if you look hard enough.

On final note, Social Security
privatization should not be a purely partisan
issue.  Many Republican members of
Congress have expressed skepticism over
Bush’s plans, and one Democratic member
of the House has said that he favors
privatization.  Every vote will be needed to
save this nation’s cornerstone of social
welfare.  You can help by writing your
members of Congress to ask, as a young
person, that they oppose Social Security
privatization.  Our future depends on it.

Continued from Reform or Deform,
Page 16

‘Argentina tried a plan similar to Bush’s in the 1990s, leading to massive government
deficits and a depression where unemployment soared to over 20%’

”
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North Korea:
Kim Yong’s Story

N orth Korea has long been a global black hole – a
dark spot in our knowledge of the world, from
which nothing ever comes out.  In the ten years

since the famine that has afflicted this country began,
however, a trickle of information has developed, and this
trickle has lately turned into a flood.

What we have learned is
singularly appalling.

North Korea’s government is a
‘Communist’ regime that
nonetheless maintains a rigid
structure of fifty-two castes,
broadly grouped into the ‘loyal’, the
‘wavering’, and the ‘hostile’.  This
is a nation that has received more
food aid than any other, yet there
malnutrition is so severe that
stunting afflicts much of the juvenile
population.  This is a country that
claims to be an opponent of fascism,
yet it is where three generations of
a family, even those yet to be
conceived, are imprisoned for the
perceived offenses of one.

This is, in short, perhaps the worst case of human rights
abuse in existence.

The story of a defector from North Korea, one of the
lucky among the thousands who flee North Korea in search
of freedom from fear and starvation, illustrates much of the
injustice in this nation.  Kim Yong was, before his
imprisonment, a high-ranking officer in the bo-wi-bu, North
Korea’s secret police.  He had been raised in an orphanage
since he was three years old, completely unaware of his
parentage, then served in the military from which he would
later join the bo-wi-bu, rising to the rank of colonel.  He
lived the relatively comfortable life that most ranking military
officials do in North Korea, with a wife and three children in
Pyongyang.

That is not to say that life was easy.  Pyongyang, while
in some ways modern, has a persistent problem of children
freezing to death in the apartment blocks.  One’s career is
highly regimented, based primarily on class and family
history.  In North Korea, these two factors determine
everything from whether one attends a university to how
well one eats.  Thus, even for those in the loyal classes, life
is severely constrained, with advancement based solely on
perceived loyalty and not on merit.

Kim Jong-Il’s cult of personality is still more unsettling.
Not content to be merely a mortal leader, Kim Jong-Il, along
with his father, Kim Il-Sung, is essentially worshipped.  While

growing up, Kim Yong was rewarded every time he polished
the school’s statue of Kim Il-Sung.  Education, all the way
through the university level, focuses on indoctrination and
further building loyalty to the Great Leader and the Dear
Leader.  North Korea’s national holidays provide a striking
illustration of this.  Mr. Kim recounted how, on national

holidays, his daughters would be
given extra food.  Before eating it,
however, they would place it before
portraits of Kim Il-Sung and Kim
Jong-Il, bow three times, and say
‘Thank you, Dear Leader, for this
food.’

This was the Orwellian life that
Mr. Kim lived, until it was turned
upside-down.  While under review
for a promotion, facts about his
parents that he was
completely unaware of
came to light.  It turned out
that in the 1950s, his father
had been accused, falsely
or otherwise, of helping
the Americans in the war.

Both of his parents were then sent to a kwan-li-
so, or political prison camp; he was spared this,
however, as his mother hid him in an orphanage
under a different name.

Despite his own clear loyalty to the Party
and his ignorance about his background, he was
put in prison in 1993 under the laws which
sentence three generations of a family to life in
prison for the political crimes of one.  His wife
and children were also likely imprisoned, although
he was never given any information about their
fates and to this day does not know what
happened to them.

This is typical of political imprisonment in
North Korea.  Kwan-li-so inmates, which reports
place at about two hundred thousand in number,
are simply picked up by the police and sent to
these prisons with no charges levied against
them.  Their families are also sent to the camps, but are kept
separated.  Human relationships are simply torn apart.

People spend their entire lives within the camps.
Conditions are so severe that few people live past the age
of fifty.  As the first generation of political prisoners from
the 1940s and 50s dies off, many of the current inmates who
are second and third generation prisoners are left behind
without any understanding of why they are in the prisons
nor any concept of life outside.

Part I

All camps are work camps that engage in mining, timber
production, and farming.  Mr. Kim spent time in two of them,
mining for coal at each.  Mr. Kim was forced to mine for
eighteen hours a day, working with nothing but his bare
hands some seven hundred meters underground.  Death
from black lung disease, a condition unheard of in Western
coal mines due to safety regulations, was common, as was
starvation.

Mr. Kim was expected to perform this work while
subsisting on a diet of twenty-five kernels of corn per day,
plus what little he might be able to forage himself.  Foraging,
however, was a dangerous task.  Fights among inmates would
break out over undigested corn in cow feces, while prison
guards who typically forbid foraging would shoot on sight
anyone caught doing so.  The starving inmates in the camps,
according to Mr. Kim, looked like walking skeletons.

These were not the only horrors in the camps.  Biological
weapons testing was
also done, using the
prisoners as live test
subjects; Mr. Kim
recalled seeing inmates
mysteriously start
coughing up blood and
then die.  Depressed,
Mr. Kim eventually
concluded that no
matter what, he was
destined to die in the
camps, be it from the
brutality of the guards,
the starvation rations
he was given, or the
misery that
characterized daily life.

This is a common
conclusion among
those who suffer
imprisonment in North
Korea.  It is also a
tragically accurate one.
Mortality in the camps,

from disease, malnutrition, work hazards, and torture, is
terrifyingly high.  At Camp 22 Haenyong, for example, annual
mortality rates in the 1990s were between 20% and 25% per
year [1].  Escaped refugees have told countless stories that
trouble the conscience, of beatings for working too slowly,
of rape and sexual abuse by guards, and of people literally
being worked to death.  They are simply too numerous to
list here, however organizations such as Human Rights
Watch and the US Committee for Human Rights in North
Korea have published detailed accounts of the horrors of
North Korea’s prison camps.

The only thing approaching a bright spot in Mr. Kim’s
imprisonment was when he was transferred to a different
kwan-li-so and reunited with his mother, of whom he had no
previous memories.  After she was cripplingly beaten by
guards for arriving at her work unit late, she convinced her
son to escape and leave North Korea in 1999.

In Part Two of this piece, I will conclude Kim Yong’s
story with his escape from North Korea through China, a
journey which is often fraught with danger for those
escaping and those who help them, and his impressions of
the West and of North Korea’s intentions.  I will also discuss
the worsening outlook for those in, or trying to escape from,
North Korea.

Sources:
Hawk, David.  The Hidden Gulag: Exposing
North Korea’s Prison Camps.
US Committee for Human Rights in North Korea.

The background and story are from the author’s notes taken
at the “Cornell Liberation in North Korea Human Rights
Conference” 10/22/04-10/24/04, at which Kim Yong spoke.

Kim Yong

A Prison Camp in North Korea.

One’s career is highly
r e g i m e n t e d , b a s e d
primarily on class and
family history.  In North
Korea, these two factors
determine everything from
whether one attends a
university to how well one
eats. ‘Kwan-li-so inmates,

which reports place at
about two hundred
thousand in number, are
simply picked up by the
police and sent to these
prisons with no charges
levied against them.  Their
families are also sent to the
camps, but are kept
separated.  Human
relationships are simply
torn apart.’
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St. Hemp
The Surprisingly Industrial Psychedelic

hat other plant could be
used to manufacture paper,

textiles, clothing, rope, fiberboard,
insulation, plastics, and organic material
such as salad oil and biofuel?  What
other plant could accomplish all of the
above and require absolutely no
pesticides or herbicides, while
conditioning the soil with its roots and
providing flood control for de-
vegetated areas. It survives drought and
can be grown anywhere between the
Arctic and Antarctic circles, yet is still
illegal to cultivate in the United States.
Surprisingly, it’s none other than the
ordinary hemp plant.
        Industrial hemp, a distant cousin
of the marijuana plant Cannabis
sativa, is capable of producing more
than 20,000 products. Its long woody
stem is rich with fibers that can be used
to make paper and clothing. Each plant
produces a liter of seeds, each of which
hold what is revered to be the most
balanced vegetable oil on the earth,
featuring all eight essential amino acids,
the perfect ratio of essential fatty acids,
Omega-3’s, and proteins. It’s a
godsend to the world of vegans. The
hemp plant grows extremely fast,
allowing the cultivation of two to three
crops a year. Unlike cotton, which uses
50% of all the pesticides produced in
the U.S. and grows on 3% of the
world’s most arable land, hemp has no
known pests, and its tall, thick structure
blocks light to shorter weeds, choking
them out within two rotations. It not only
saves farmers money on chemicals, but
more importantly it is the most
environmentally sustainable plant that
serves the most purposes on earth.
       One hundred and twenty five years
ago, fiber hemp made up 80% of the
economy. It was used to make paper,
lamp oil, clothing, rope, etc. It was
simply the most profitable plant to
grow. But as marijuana (cannabis
hemp) use became more and more
prevalent and yellow journalism linked
it to more and more murders, car
accidents and violence especially
among minorities, cannabis and fiber
hemp were both outlawed in 1937, the
same year DuPont came out with
Nylon, a petroleum-based fiber. Hemp
was banned from the United States until
1942, when the ban was lifted to meet
the spike in demand for rope and fiber
from the Navy during World War II.
American supply of imported hemp
from Japan and Manila had now been
cut off, so in response the federal
government again legalized the
cultivation of hemp. In fact, they even

“This current [American] administration has proven to be a disaster for human rights
across the globe, and its failures must not be ignored.”

”

subsidized it and produced a short
propaganda film called ‘Hemp for
Victory’, urging American farmers to
grow the versatile plant. But as the war
came to a close, the government flip-
flopped, and banned it within five
minutes at a congressional hearing.
       Fiber hemp and cannabis hemp
are both members of the species
Cannabis sativa, but there are
s i g n i f i c a n t
d i f f e r e n c e s .
Industrial hemp is
fiber hemp
contains less than
0.3% THC, the
p s y c h o a c t i v e
chemical known
to get people high,
stoned, tripped out, and mellow yellow.
Marijuana contains 3-15% THC.
Despite widespread misperceptions,
smoking fiber hemp produces only a a
headache and actually will not get you
high. If the President himself and
politicians like outgoing Attorney
General John Ashcroft, Drug
Enforcement Agency president Asa
Hutchinson, or White House drug czar
John Walters aren’t completely denying
the differences between fiber hemp and
cannabis hemp, they’re worried that
growers could potentially grow

marijuana inside a fiber hemp field. This,
however, is only an excuse that protects
the government from the shame of
repealing the fiber hemp ban after fifty
years of prohibition. A farmer could just
as easily grow marijuana in a cornfield;
in fact, the height and density of fiber
hemp plants would likely suffocate the
shorter marijuana plant from light,
whereas marijuana could grow with
ample light between rows of corn. And
farmers aren’t more likely to grow

marijuana if they’re growing fiber hemp,
because the farmers who will be
growing hemp aren’t hippies eager to
enter the drug trade, but the same
farmers who have been working the
land all their lives, who own land and
capital, and who know how to grow
this plant for its economic worth and
its ability to improve their land.
     Keeping fiber hemp and cannabis

hemp under the
Schedule I
c o n t r o l l e d
substances list
only perpetuates
the myth that they
are the same plant
with the same
p s y c h o a c t i v e

potential. Every time I make a new
hemp bracelet, I can always count on
somebody saying, ‘Oh, after you’re
done wearing it, are you going to smoke
it?’ But this ignorance certainly cannot
be blamed on them, because never, at
least in my primary and secondary
education, has there been one mention
of fiber hemp and its many uses. While
learning about American history, we
were never taught that the first
American flag Betsy Ross made was
made on a piece of hemp canvas, that
Thomas Jefferson and George

Washington both grew acres of hemp,
and that the Declaration of
Independence and the Constitution
were both written on hemp paper. In
World History class, nobody ever
taught that the first Gutenberg bible was
printed on hemp paper, that many of
the Van Gogh’s and Rembrandt’s were
drawn on hemp canvas, that 90% of
all lamp oil was hemp nut oil, and that
after inventing the modern car, Henry
Ford built a car completely out of hemp

Hemp being grown in a South African greenhouse for research purposes.

Thirty other developed
countries continue to lead
the industry in production
and cultivation.

fiberglass. Of course people will
confuse marijuana and hemp, for they
never knew there was fiber hemp in the
first place.
      Recently, I sent a personal email to
the AntiDrug.com, asking what the
policy is on hemp for textiles, paper,
and hemp foods. They replied that, as
ordered by the Drug Enforcement
Agency, if hemp foods are to be legally
consumed, they must contain 0% THC.
Hemp nuts contain 0% THC, but hemp
oils may contain trace amounts usually
in the order of 3-10 parts per million.
Alas, eating salad with hemp oil dressing
would be scandalously illegal. A very
peculiar and intriguing policy indeed,
because the poppy seeds on our
delicious baked goods contain trace
amounts of opiates, so why don’t I get
a life-sentence for this schedule I
controlled substance? What about the
food that we eat – laced with mercury,
pesticides, genetically engineered
chicken and corn, growth hormones,
and antibiotics? If the government is
looking out for our health and well-
being, then why aren’t they cracking
down on the chemicals over which we
have no control, while preserving a ban
on one of the healthiest, most versatile,
and sustainable plants in the world?
      Today, Hawaii, California, North
Dakota, Minnesota, Illinois, Maryland,
West Virginia, Arkansas, Kentucky,
Montana, Virginia, and Vermont have
passed resolutions permitting the
cultivation of industrial fiber hemp.
These states are catching up in industrial
research potential, but their hemp crops
are too small and unprofitable to be sold
because of inordinate levels of
government scrutiny. Thirty other
developed, modernized countries in the
world, including Canada and China
continue to lead the industry in
production and cultivation. Although
certain hemp products are legally
available in the U.S., they are still
exorbitantly priced because of a weak
consumer market, high import costs,
and the lack of competition against
cotton and wood. But that is only a
bump in the road for the future of the
miracle plant. So support the hemp
market, read Jack Herer’s The
Emperor Wears No Clothes, and most
of all, spread the word and crack the
negative connotations.  It may look like
an undistinguished looking plant with a
weighty reputation, but the industrial
and sustainable potentials of hemp are
surprisingly unparalleled.

Ding Kong is President of the
Cornell Hemp Society.
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God’s Politics
Rise of The Religious Left?

BY WAYNE Y. HUANG

Hopes of healing the divide between
red and blue states after the 2004
election vanished quickly in its

aftermath, as quiet but bitter mutual disdain
raged on as triumphant Republicans
indicted sullen, elitist Democrats for being
out of touch with the heart of America and
for failing to understand the deeply rooted
faith of many Americans. While the powerful
Religious Right patted itself on the back for
delivering the key bloc of Christian votes
to President Bush, Democrats once again
seemed lost and torn between secularism
or embracing religion.
For liberals confused
and hurt by the
Right’s stranglehold
on religious voters
and the seeming
c o n t r a d i c t i o n
between Christian
teachings and Bush’s pro-corporate, pro-
military agenda, it’s an immense relief then
to come across the soothing yet powerful
voice of liberal evangelical Jim Wallis
breaking through the partisan rancor of
blame and hate.   Wallis, a well-known
theologian, author, and lecturer at Harvard,
is to the Left what Pat Robertson might be
for the Right.   Wallis comes through as a
very extraordinary kind of
evangelical.  He is principled,
provocative, fair, and
thoughtful, and his new book,
God’s Politics:  Why the Right
Gets It Wrong and the Left
Doesn’t Get It, bears out his
brilliant ability to present a
thoughtful blend of political
analysis, spiritual reverence, as
well as fragile perceptions of
human nature.   Above all, the
Right does not have a
monopoly on religion and
morality, for God is not a
Republican, or a Democrat, Wallis says.  God
always calls into question the decisions and
actions we choose to take in life; never does
God endorse a specific agenda or purpose.

Many seem desperate to listen to what
Wallis has to say.  God’s Politics was
released last month and instantly rocketed
to the top of the Amazon and New York
Times bestseller lists, reflecting a desire on
the Left to understand why the religious
voting bloc is so faithful to the Right.
Liberals know that ‘Jesus was not pro-rich,
pro-war, and only pro-American, so why are
so many conservative evangelicals
oblivious to the teachings of Jesus?’  In a
nation as devoutly religious as the United
States, Wallis’ solution to counter the
Religious Right is to derive and unify a
consistent ethic of morals and life that
neither today’s Republicans or Democrats
have to offer.  It would be a universal
theorem of moral convictions, so to speak,
for Wallis abhors the bifurcated political
system of today, where only Republicans
are considered pro-life because of their
stance on abortion.  What about a
consistent ethic of life, he asks, one where
abortion, capital punishment, war, the HIV/
AIDS crisis, and the way we respond to
genocide is all taken into consideration?
Conservatives sit only on wedge issues
such as sexual and cultural issues but pay
little attention to human justice, while
liberals are too secular and have failed to
understand the meaning and promise of
faith.  The media merely aggravates the
divide by cleaving an issue into just two
sides and promoting conflict and
combativeness in order to ‘pitch a fight.’
The answer is not more secularism, Wallis
says, but better religion, where one is
continually guided by an upright sense of

responsibility, compassion, and justice.
Many progressive movements of the early
20th century, he notes, were driven by and
unified with religious faith, such as the Civil
Rights Movement in the 1960s, where
Martin Luther King held a copy of the Bible
in one hand, and the Constitution in the
other.

The good news for the Left is that
Wallis senses change in the air, where a
younger culture is diverging from the
priorities of the Religious Right due to
growing discontent at how conservative
evangelicals seem to have forgotten their
moral roots during their quick snatch for
power.  The Republican stronghold on the
term ‘moral values’ is slipping:  in a recent
poll cited by Wallis, 75% of respondents
answered ‘poverty’ when asked whether
they would prefer to hear a candidate’s
position on poverty or gay marriage.  Thus
Democrats must be able to offer an
alternative to God, guns, and gays, he
argues, by melding together a consistent,
prophetic meaning to life rooted in justice
and human worth encompassing the entire
span of moral issues, from poverty to
educational opportunity to foreign policy
in order to find common ground.    Wallis
commends John Kerry during his 2004
campaign for attempting to connect faith to
a progressive vision of politics, but says
that Kerry should have done more in

championing justice and
assisting the poor as moral
values.  Bush, in contrast,
though he practiced very little
of what he said, seemed much
more comfortable with his
faith.

Throughout his book,
Wallis emphasizes that it is
impossible to instigate change
by constantly gauging the
wind.  Washington already
teems with jacketed politicians
walking around with a wet
finger held up in the air,

constantly gauging the direction the wind
blows.  You effect change, he argues, by
changing the direction the wind is blowing.
‘Many of us believe that by replacing one
wet-fingered politician with another, we can
change our society.  But it never really
works, and when it doesn’t we get
disillusioned,’ he says.   Liberals must seize
back the monopoly on ‘values’ that the
Republicans enjoy to this day.    To be sure,
at this point certain secular readers may
disagree with Wallis’s call for better and
more religion instead of secularism.  One of
the glaring faults in Wallis’ otherwise
perceptive writings is his dismissal of
spirituality in favor of devoted faith.  ‘The
problem for all us well-meaning ‘spiritual
folks’ is that we’ve lost the social, unifying,
and liberating aspects of biblical faith…
we’ve thrown Jesus and prophetic biblical
faith out with the bath water!’ he writes.

His avoidance of the difficulties of
uniting liberal movements under an
‘authentic faith’ is one of those areas where
the reader wishes Mr. Wallis would apply
his characteristic thoughtfulness and ability
to compromise.  Unfortunately, he doesn’t,
and as a result the beginning of his book
suffers from disorganization, vagueness,
and excess repetition.  Liberals, he
repeatedly says, must not be afraid to
embrace religion as a way to change the
wind.  Yet Wallis seems to lack an answer to
the characteristic conflict between
secularism and the devout if we are to adapt
his recommendations.

Fortunately, Wallis manages to rescue
his book from a bogged-down start by
spending the remainder of his book
targeting the Bush administration’s
unhallowed use of religion in specific
political contexts, thus allowing him to

tighten up his argument.    On the subject
of 9/11, he emphasizes Jesus’ ‘Be not
afraid,’ for it is ‘an attitude that could
undermine the entire basis of our current
foreign policy.’  Sept. 11th was a teachable
moment, ‘a time to understand and
critically examine ourselves and our
relationship to the world,’ where we ‘don’t
just save ourselves, we save each other.’
There are ‘dark places within us that might
lash out from our deep woundedness, grief,
and anger… let the light of compassion,
and reason, prevent us from spreading our
pain,’ he preached at a sermon in New York
City on Sept. 15th.  Wallis strongly rebukes
any suggestion from the extreme Left that
the nation ‘deserved’ the attacks,
emphasizing that the nation needs to
participate more in global affairs and to
relieve global poverty in order to drain the
swamps of dissatisfaction from which
terrorist networks recruit.  Wallis also tears
into Bush’s distortion of the world into good
and evil:  ‘to describe our own nation as
only ‘good’ is to miss the critical moment of
self-reflection,’ for ‘Jesus teaches us to see
the beam in our own eye, not just the
adversary’s eye.’

A clearly defined divine divarication is
present here.  One side invokes God and
faith to hold us accountable to God’s
intentions of justice, compassion, liberty,
opportunity, humility, and reflection.  On
the other hand, the other side sacrilegiously
invokes God’s blessing for their own
intentions.   As Wallis notes, Bush has fallen
on the second side by dangerously
confusing his deeply held faith with a
preeminent, nationalistic ideology.  No less
than thinking that he was divinely
appointed to God, Bush regularly confuses
nation, church, and God, stirring them into
a potent mixture of religion-fueled neo-con
militarism.  It borders on blasphemy, Wallis
castigates, to insinuate that America is on a
‘God-given righteous mission’ against evil,
for ‘God has not given the responsibility
for overcoming evil to any nation-state.’
Furthermore, the ‘we are right, they are
wrong’ partition neatly covers up the
inconvenient need for self-reflection and
humility, despite the prominence those play
in Christian teachings.   However, Wallis
also reminds those opposed to the Iraq War
and the neo-con vision of a Pax Americana
empire to always proactively engage in
presenting different alternatives.  By
protesting the Iraq War, you are not only
voicing your rightful dissent, but also
making a promise to the country that you
have a better alternative to offer.  We must
engage in active peacemaking and not just
peaceloving, he says, so that we can always
present rational alternatives to quell the
instinctive human desire for vengeance.
After all, he quotes, ‘when all you have is
hammers, everything looks like a nail.’

allis is perhaps most famous for
his Bible-snipping experiment.
Together with a group of

seminary students at the Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School outside of Chicago, they
tore through the Old and New Testaments,
scrutinizing every verse in the Bible for
references to wealth, poverty, and the poor,
eventually finding several thousand verses
dealing with injustice and the poor.  As
Wallis recounts, ‘we decided to try what
became a famous experiment... one member
took an old Bible and a new pair of scissors
and began the long process of literally
cutting out every single biblical text about
the poor.  It took him a very long time,’ he
added dryly.   The final product—  a torn
and decimated Bible with its worn pages
tattered with tears and holes— would
become one of the most stirring symbols of
the progressive religious movement.
‘Brothers and sisters, this is our American

Bible; it’s full of holes,’ Wallis would declare
as he waved the shredded Bible around in
the air as he toured congregations around
the nation.   America has become this gaping
behemoth, Wallis argues, where many
people may hold a deeply rooted faith with
their Bibles but have selectively quelled
Jesus’ hallowed appeals to actively help the
poor and the ‘disinherited.’  The purpose of
a progressive evangelical movement is to
challenge others to reach down into their
hearts and contemplate the thousands of
teachings of the Scriptures they hold so
prodigiously instead of dwelling on divisive
social issues the Bible barely touches upon.
Liberals must also remain open to using
religion to delineate a consistent value of
life, liberty, and justice without having to
corner themselves to one particular social
issue, for only then will the hypocrisy and
the tenuousness of the Religious Right’s
dependence on a few wedge issues become
apparent.   The only dissatisfying element
is Wallis’ persistent failure to explain why
conservative evangelicals such as Jerry
Falwell and Pat Robertson continue to
attract throngs of followers despite their
hateful practices and their alliance with pro-
war, pro-corporate politicians, all fueled by
a sphere of power, money, and influence.
Those who purchase Mr. Wallis’ book
yearning to find an answer to this dilemma
will find little more than disappointing
silence on this matter.

Furthermore, many liberals who read
Mr. Wallis’ book may find his calls for a
greater religious movement to further
progressive ideals as uncomfortable at best.
Wallis, in response to this hesitation on
behalf of the Left, would likely repeat those
simple words of Jesus: ‘be not afraid.’   Mr.
Wallis could stand to hear those words
himself, certainly, for his very cautious
support to gay marriage and what appears
to be a deep sense of distrust of secularists.
However, he lends a prophetic voice so
impeccably rare and delicate in today’s
finger-pointing world of bifurcated political
philosophies.  Wallis envisions both a
nation and a world where faith would hold
everyone accountable to not ignore the
plight of poverty, to not deny civil rights to
others who are different from you, to not
engage in pre-emptive war, and to never
falter from the upholding duties of applying
compassion, justice, love, and humility to
fellow humans.  ‘Religion is the most
dangerous energy source known to
humankind,’ Wallis quotes, ‘the moment a
person is convinced that God is either
ordering or sanctioning a cause or project,
anything goes.  The history, worldwide, of
religion-fueled hate, killing, and oppression
is staggering. The biblical prophets are in
the front line of those doing something
about it… for keeping religion honest,
humble, and compassionate.’    Thank God
then for people like Jim Wallis.

GOD’S POLITICS:
Why the Right Gets it Wrong and the Left
Doesn’t Get It
By Jim Wallis
384 pp.  HarperSanFrancisco.  $24.95
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  Top 10 Winter Quips by Cornell Liberals
We thought we felt bad after November, but now another Ithaca winter
is upon us...and we feel worse. But, like true Cornellians every year we

freeze, we bitch, and then it’s spring before we know it. So, in that
spririt, here are TL’s Top Ten Cornell Liberal Winter Quips.

10. Plastic becomes very brittle in cold temperatures…  No wonder
Ann Coulter hasn’t been back to Cornell in years.

9. Global Warming’s Silver Lining: The class of 2025 will be
complaining that January is too hot.

8. It’s as cold as John Ashcroft at a swingers’ party.

7. Once upon a time on a wintery day in Ithaca, a young Paul
Wolfowitz slipped on ice, hit his head, and became a neo-con.

6. On the bright side, it’s awfully difficult to plan and execute a
terrorist attack in negative temperatures.

5. First it was Fallujah, now it’s this blizzard; Bush really did hide
all the bad news until after the election.

4. It’s colder outside than Karl Rove’s heart.

3. With any luck, Bush will wage his next war on winter, not Iran

2. It’s like nothing is alive outside - Rumsfeld must love it!

1. I bet the number of snowflakes out there is still lower
than the deficit.
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Something’s cooking in the world of politics, but few are paying attention. News is a weapon

that can be wielded by foregrounding some stories, or, more pertinently, by burying others. TL

staff takes a look at the news items that aren’t always (or are no longer) front-page material.

THE BACK BURNER

Endangering the Endangered -  YOU’D THINK that if you were
endangered people would actually leave you alone.  But some alarming statistics on
endangered species have come to light recently.  At the United Nations Education, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)convention this past January, at its headquarters in
Paris to discuss biodiversity and endangered species, its team of scientists warned that
species are being lost at a global rate 100 times faster than the Earth’s historical average
rate. Tens of thousands of species are already committed to future extinction due to the
current worldwide loss of their habitats.

The director-general of UNESCO, Koichiro Matsuura, observed that ‘All must
work together to stem the loss of biodiversity, which undermines humanity’s future
prospects on Earth.’ This biodiversity is the product of more than three billion years of
evolution and is a vital resource upon which humankind depends. To date, scientists have
described fewer than 1.5 million living species, but estimate that there are over 30 million
species on Earth. At the conference, it was emphasized that all 25 European Union members
must fully implement environmental laws – and soon, if they hope to move towards the
goal of reducing global biodiversity loss by 2010.

Meanwhile, in the United States, critics of the Endangered Species Act are
scheming of ways to rewrite, reword, or otherwise subsequently weaken the landmark
legislation. Currently, there are 518 U.S. species listed under the Endangered Species Act
and weakening this act would pose a great threat to their vitality. Western Republican
governors have sought to weaken the law for many years and, with the recent return of
Bush to the White House, now is a prime opportunity for them to do so. To begin with,
they will attempt to push Congress to open up vast stretches of wilderness for development.
Although environmentalists doubt that the act will be truly gutted – given its positive
mission of saving plants and animals and its popular resonance among the public – fears
linger that the act could be significantly watered down.
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The Post-Powell Doctrine
IF YOU BREAK IT, YOU DON’T OWN IT -  This new doctrine just about sums up the
recent confirmation of Condoleeza Rice as Secretary of State.  As National Security Advisor
to the President before 9/11, Dr. Rice put little to no emphasis on the issue of terrorism.  A
meeting to discuss the threat of terror never happened while reports such as the August
6th Presidential Daily Briefing crossed her desk with alarming titles such as ‘bin Laden
determined to strike in US.’  Terrorism apparently wasn’t very high on her priorities list.

Dr. Rice also advised the President closely as numerous decisions in the invasion
of Iraq were botched (not to mention the invasion itself).  The administration disbanded
the Iraqi army, releasing a large pool of angry unemployed men armed to the teeth with
weapons.  The Bush administration also failed to provide adequate numbers of troops to
prevent widespread looting after the fall of Saddam, all while publicly humiliating now-
retired General Shinzeki for daring to suggest that several hundred thousand troops were
required.

None of these past mistakes seem to matter to the Bush administration or the
Republican Party as Dr. Rice’s recent confirmation in the Senate made clear.  Due to her
stature in the administration, her close relationship to the President, and her former
responsibility as the senior security advisor to the President, Dr. Rice shares responsibility
for these events.  And yet, not only has Dr. Rice not been held accountable by the
administration, the President has promoted her.  It almost seems as if the Bush administration
purposefully rewards incompetence, or at the very least is incapable of judging a person
on the basis of their past actions.

It became clear that this view is held elsewhere in the Republican Party when
Senator Kay Hutchinson of Texas appealed to the Senate during the confirmation debate
to ignore mistakes made in the War on Terror and in Iraq when considering Dr. Rice’s
nomination.  At first we here at TL were astounded that a Senator could say something so
laughable; if one cannot judge government officials on their past conduct and decision-
making, should we be choosing our public officials like we did in middle school when
popularity was all that mattered?

He Hates
What?
WHILE PEOPLE all around the
world mourned the horrific loss
and tragedy cause by the
tsunamis in Asia, one man
unapologetically celebrated
his piety and rejoiced in the
fact that God was taking steps
to rid the world of ‘filthy,
faggot Swedes’ while hailing,
‘Thank God for Tsunami.
Thank God for 3,000 dead
Americans!’ So, of course, I’m
just some nutty liberal putting
words in someone’s mouth—
not so much.  Minister Fred
Phelps is best known for his
candid opposition to mourning
the brutal murder of twenty-
one-year-old Matthew
Shepard because he was gay.

And yes, he did say, and does believe, all
those things.

Phelps seems to attract a small but
fairly devout audience of listeners who hang
on his every word.  In case you didn’t know
it, Phelps was put on this earth to save you
and me from the heathen.  In particular,

Phelps hates homosexuals and he wants to
make sure that you do too.  He seems to
preach very little else; he maintains a website
at www.godhatesfags.com, and almost all of
the content deals with how much he hates
homosexuals.  Phelps seems to have
selectively missed the lessons in the Bible

about love and
turning the other
cheek (although
Phelps, along
with the American
right, has yet to
realize that he is
not under
a t t a c k —
homosexuali ty
doesn’t target
them, so the
concept of
turning the other
cheek doesn’t
really apply).

P h e l p s
will exploit any
opportunity to
show that God

truly does hate homosexuals and all who
sympathize with them.  Despite the fact that
the word ‘fag’ appears on his FAQ page
over fifty times alone, Phelps says that he
would treat a homosexual with the same
kindness he would anyone else.  (I don’t
know if Phelps got the memo, but ‘fag’ isn’t
very PC; someone should let him know.)

The most sickening part of
Phelps’s whole site is his wish ‘that God
will send a massive tsunami to totally
devastate the North American continent.’
As if he were really put here to be the final
judge of us, Phelps asks that God destroy
all of North America.  One is left wondering
whom Phelps thinks is not a heathen.  For
example, he alienates himself from the
religious right calling them ‘lukewarm
cowards;’ he calls Jews ‘impenitent sinners,’
and he even thanks God for September 11.

So why does Phelps preach hate?
‘Because the Bible preaches hate.’  (Yes,
again, those are his words!)  So next time
you see a homosexual or a Jew, you make
sure to tell him that if he doesn’t change his
ways, he’ll have the piper to pay!

But then we remembered American Heroines.  Senator Hutchinson’s recent book
featured Condoleeza as one of its main subjects. What better reason for a Republican to
support the confirmation of someone detrimental to the country’s health than book sales?
We think it seems appropriate and we almost hope it is true because the alternative, that a
Senator could truly believe that the past conduct of a nominee for Secretary of State is
irrelevant, is just too frightening to consider.  We’d rather Republicans be greedy and not
preempt incompetence for loyalty; unfortunately, these days it seems like they’re both.

And then there is Alberto Gonzales’s nomination and subsequent confirmation
to the post of Attorney General.  We’re glad to see good ole’ Ashcroft go but we worry
about the message the United States sends when it takes a man who crafted legal loopholes
for torture and appoints him the top justice official in the country.  Gonzales, the author of
a memo advocating that the President declare the Geneva Convention as ‘quaint’ and
‘obsolete’ and inapplicable to Taliban and Al-Qaeda prisoners, points out in the memo that
the decision to declare this ‘would likely provoke widespread condemnation among our
allies…’  There is no reason to believe that naming the author of this infamous memo to the
Attorney General post would not do the same.

In the wake of the Abu Ghraib scandal, we can think of no plausible explanation
for this decision other than either ignorance or a complete lack of caring about international
law by the administration.  Both options are discomfiting.  Our only hope is that the rest of
the world displays the same willful ignorance as Senator Hutchinson and neglects to
judge the United States on the basis of its actions.

One other possible fly in the ointment:  it’s been recently discovered that
Gonzales—soon to become the top law enforcement officer of the country— weaseled
then-Gov. Bush out of jury duty in 1996 to avoid the embarrassment of Bush having to
disclose his ’76 DUI to the court.  Undoubtedly this just fuels our skepticism of Alberto
Gonzales’s ability to faithfully execute his duties and maintain his independent integrity
from the leaders whom he serves.

Phelps and his followers enjoy protesting outside the funerals of gay men.
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Propaganda
Payolas!!!

Lessons on Terrorism: The 1985 Air India Bombing

THIRTY-TWO YEARS AGO, the Supreme Court
made what would become one of the most
hotly contested rulings in our nation’s
history when abortion was legalized in all
fifty states by the landmark decision
regarding Roe v. Wade. The Court justified
their decision by claiming that a person’s
right to privacy, which is rooted in the
Fourth, Fifth, Ninth and Fourteenth
Amendments, incorporates the right of a
woman to practice control over her
reproductive choices.

Now, over three decades later,
activists on both sides of the issue have
received fresh impetus to renew their battle;
however, this time, defenders of the Court’s
ruling may very well have the handicap. Anti-
abortion activists were revived when, in
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A Dubious Anniversary
1995, Norma McCorvey, the plaintiff known
as ‘Roe’ who challenged the laws
prohibiting abortion, switched camps and
became an anti-abortion ally. More recently,
President Bush has consistently, though
not aggressively, let loose some of his pro-
life sentiments and has even claimed to be
in favor of a Constitutional amendment
outlawing abortions.

In addition to this, the Bush
administration has sponsored other
setbacks in reproductive health policy,
including an overwhelming emphasis on
abstinence in sexual education, thus
minimizing the importance of birth control
such as the pill and condoms. Also, the FDA
has failed to meet its deadline on evaluating
an over the counter version of the Plan B

pill, a pill that prevents an egg from being
fertilized if taken within seventy-two hours
of intercourse. The FDA’s delay has
prompted accusations that they have
contradicted experts’ opinions and, for the
first time, bowed to politics. However, the
principal threat of the Bush administration
– in regards to abortion rights – is the reality
that, due to age and illness, as many as four
Supreme Court Justices may be retiring
within the next four years. If Bush has the
opportunity to replace these Justices, the
Court may amass a majority of strict-
constructionist judges who could overturn
the decision they made decades ago.

The reality is that abortions have
always been performed, and that women will
continue to have the procedure in the future.

PRESIDENT BUSH AND OTHER MEMBERS of his
“party of values” have recently come under
fire for using government resources to
promote their policies. Instead of assisting
America’s elderly by opening access to
affordable prescription drugs, they allegedly
used taxpayers’ money to produce videos
praising themselves and pushed the videos
as news. Instead of funding failing schools
as promised in No Child Left Behind, they
paid a political commentator to insist the
critics are wrong. After all, why not? It’s
cheaper. Those stories, unfortunately, seem
to be just the tip of the iceberg. The “party
of values” has routinely used taxpayers’
money to praise their platform, possibly
violating full disclosure laws.

Conservative commentator
Armstrong Williams was the first pundit
ensnared in the controversy after it was
discovered in January that he had received
$241,000 to defend Bush’s underfunded No
Child Left Behind Act. He had been hired
by Ketchum Inc., a firm that performing
public relations work for the Education
Department. In return for the taxpayer funds,

he was expected to run ads during his show,
to repeatedly mention the act favorably, and
encourage others to do the same. He
conveniently didn’t
disclose the conflict
of interest to his
viewers.

The Bush
administration has
also turned to
money when
promoting their
marriage initiative.
N e w s p a p e r
columnist Mike
McManus received
money through
both Lewin Group
and The Institute for
Y o u t h
Development, both
of which worked
under the auspices
of the Department of
Health and Human
Services. Assistant
Secretary for
Children and
Families Wade Horn insists that McManus
was hired to train marriage counselors, not
to promote the Bush agenda. Critics,
however, respond that a conflict of interests
exists nonetheless. While there may not
have been any explicit instruction to write
favorably of HHS policy, it could have been

expected if McManus wanted to work for
them again. In fact, he did write favorably
of their policies on multiple occasions, while

consistently failing
to mention the
government money
he was receiving.

A n o t h e r
journalist, Maggie
Gallagher, was paid to
help support the HHS
marriage initiative by
doing research, and
then to praise it in her
articles. She has
apologized for not
disclosing her
g o v e r n m e n t
connection, but she
bitterly resented
accusations that she
acted similarly to
Williams. “Did I
violate journalistic
ethics by not
disclosing it?”
Gallagher said during
a press conference

two weeks ago, “I don’t know. You tell me.”
She emphasized that she was not paid
directly to promote Bush policies in her
journalism, but to
simply do
research into the
benefits.

ONE DAY, MR. ALBERTO GONZALES woke up and decided that he was an expert on International
Relations — in particular, a scholar of the nature of war. Soon thereafter, he created the
idea that the Geneva Convention does not apply to ‘enemy combatants’ of the al Qaeda
and Taliban type, because the War on Terrorism was a new kind of war, of which the
writers of the 1949 Convention on the Treatment of Prisoners of War (and every American
administration prior to 2002) were blissfully unaware.

Of course, the spurious argument and politically-motivated decision ignore history
as much as the intellectual offspring of Leo Strauss ignore reality. The very idea of a War
on Terror — a war between a state and a concept — leaves much to be desired in terms of
quality of analysis, but conveniently plays into the hands of an administration that would
have you believe our terrorist enemies are omnipresent, entirely foreign, and driven by
Islamic religious zealotry — all to be smote from the earth with righteous American
military power.

22 June 1985. In one of the greatest terrorist acts of all time, three hundred and
twenty-nine people are killed over the Atlantic ocean by a bomb loaded onto Air India
Flight 182. A terror plot planned and executed right here in North America, the infamous
Air India bombing killed more than twice the number of people who died in the Oklahoma
City Bombing in 1993, and is but one example of the dynamic and unpredictable nature of
terrorism that defies the racist and cartoonish renderings offered by the likes of now
Attorney General Gonzales.

The Air India story has been unfolding for twenty years now, culminating in the
longest and most expensive criminal investigation in Canadian history. The terrorist
conspirators — leaders of the Sikh extremist group Babbar Khalsa, who seek an independent
Khalistan in the Indian province of Punjab — built and planted bombs on two planes at

V a n c o u v e r
I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Airport: one
which killed two
baggage handlers
in Tokyo, the
second, which caused the fateful Flight 182 explosion. The attack was planned by a small
group of committed organizers and financiers, determined to make their political point
through violence against the Indian state. But the majority of Babbar Khalsa’s victims
were Canadian citizens of South Asian origin; eighty two were children.

The lesson from the Air India bombing is as pertinent today as ever: The reason
the investigation has lasted two decades is the incompetence of early intelligence and
police agents and the subsequent cover-up of their bungled efforts. Witnesses
representing Canada’s national police and intelligence communities have admitted that
the bombing could have been prevented with proper effort and organization on the part of
the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
Vigilant police action, not military might, could have prevented one of the world’s worst
terrorist acts.

The United States and its new Attorney General can certainly learn from history
in order to prevent the loss of innocent life. India’s military and police actions killed a
quarter of a million people in Punjab in an effort to quash terrorist violence; over a hundred
thousand have died in a war in Iraq whose justification was in part defense against
terrorism. The ultimate lesson may be that terrorism isn’t a new kind of war: It’s not a
kind of warfare at all.

The only debatable issue is whether we
continue to protect women who choose to
abort a fetus by providing them the
opportunity to get quality medical care and
safe treatment, or whether we regress to
sending them to hacks armed with coat
hangers in back alleyways. It is vital to
remember that pro-choice is not pro-death;
allowing people the legal opportunity for
an abortion is inclusive of both views – pro-
choice and pro-life.  Denying people this
choice dictates what a woman must do with
her own body and places large limits on
personal freedom. What is more un-
American than that?

Good Ole’ Armstrong Williams believes
in state-sponsored media after all.

Assistant Secretary Horn
attempted to defend the administration by
arguing that it can be difficult for the
government to determine who is a journalist.
Yet both Gallagher and McManus have
syndicated weekly columns. McManus’s
column appears in approximately 50
newspapers.

The corruption listed above was
exposed largely because of whistleblowers
such as those at the Government
Accountability Office. There is no telling
how widespread these conflicts of interest
remain, as Social Security employees have
recently come forward to oppose department
instructions to publicly agree with the
president’s stances. Although President
Bush has rightfully denounced the practice
of purchasing pundits, his response was
oddly suspicious.  According to the
Associate Press, President Bush has
“ordered his Cabinet secretaries not to hire
columnists to promote their agendas after
disclosure a second writer was paid to tout
an administration initiative.”  For now, these
payments seem to indicate that the Bush
administration cares more about Americans’
perceptions than about America’s well-
being. If that isn’t the case, there is a lot of
explaining to do.

All three hundred twenty-nine people died in the Air
India Flight 182 Bombing in June 1985
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